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Abstract
City sustainability analysis is overly broad, and people with diverse mindsets look at
cities from different perspectives. As part of the city’s fabric, buildings are an integral
component and hence require attention. Although the electricity consumed in buildings varies
from country to country, it is equal to 30–40% of the total electricity consumption all over the
world. [1]. This research targeted studying residential building simulation in Dubai, using
various Green Building Codes, assessing energy consumption trends, designing solar systems
with respective sizing along with conducting detailed load profile analysis and developing
statistical model to directly estimate the HVAC consumption. The results showed that Green
Building Codes progression and enhancements have reduced energy consumption gradually,
totaling a 37.87% drop at Al Sa’fat Platinum compared to a base case. The EUI for Al Sa’fat
Platinum residential villa is 151 KW/m2 and is approximately 60% above the nZEB targets for
UAE. Optimum solar PV tilt angles are 25O, south facing, and Al Sa’fat Platinum 10% on-site
solar energy mandate results in a payback period of 5 years and compensates 16% of grid
import costs. Furthermore, the load profile analysis studied the average day load profiles and
changes in load shape for various codes and statistical modeling of villa consumption showed
that the about 33% of the Weather Independent Consumption contributed to HVAC
consumption share.

Keywords: Sustainability, Energy, Consumption analysis, Residential and Solar, load profile analysis,
consumption statistical modeling.
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2 General Introduction
Worldwide, cities are witnessing a rapid transformation in terms of increasing
population, stressing on the governance of social, economic, and geographical features. In fact,
a 66% increase of the world’s population residing in urban areas is anticipated by 2050; adding
2.5 billion people to the urban population which will correspondingly increase the number of
building and associated energy consumption, substantially [2].
Buildings in the UAE do consume up to 70-80% of the country’s overall electricity
production, thus building energy efficiency is of high significance to the UAE government [3].
At governmental level, various national and local Demand Side Management (DSM) strategies
have been released to achieve energy savings and improve efficiency. In 2011, under the
visionary guidance of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the Dubai DSM
Strategy, as part of the Dubai Integrated Energy Strategy, was released, which sets an ambitious
target of 30% reduction in energy consumption by 2030 [4].
Being the major source of consumption, the buildings are often the focus of efficiency
and Demand Side management programs. In Dubai, building focused DSM programs include
– development of code, deployment of energy efficiency retrofitting programs, deploying
behavioral energy efficiency for customers, etc. [5]
At building level, HVAC is the major end use consumption point. Today, using air
conditioners and electric fans to stay cool accounts for nearly 20% of the total electricity used
in buildings around the world. This trend is set to grow as the world’s economic and
demographic growth becomes more focused in hotter countries [6]. It is estimated that air
conditioning, alone, could push global warming up by half a degree by the end of the century
[7].
In hot and arid climates, HVAC is catered for using various technologies ranging from
Direct Expansion (DX) window or Split Units (1TR to 15TR) to Large Air- or Water-Cooled
Chillers (75 TR to 2500 TR) [8]. Understanding the type of cooling systems installed in the
building and the consumption resulting from it plays a very critical role in Demand Side
Management (DSM) for the local utility companies. Currently, end results of the energy audits
and surveys are used to identify the end-use consumptions for every sector, which is both time
and human resource intensive.
7

Dubai has considerable Solar resources and is estimated to receive 2137 kWh/m2 of
global horizontal irradiance annually, with nearly 3448 h of sunshine [9]. Considering the high
solar incident radiation, the integration of renewable energy sources such as the installation of
Solar Photovoltaics on building’s rooftops can also substantially affect buildings performance.
Understanding the importance of the Building Codes, the availability of renewable
energy resources in the area and the requirement of end-use consumption analysis for better
deployment of Demand Side Management programs, this report focusses on the following –
•

Comparative Analysis of Various Building Codes in Dubai (applied to
Residential Villa) to understand effect of codes on consumption and the gap
between current codes and nZEB.

•

Solar Potential and Savings Estimation due to installation of SPV generation
plant.

•

Load profile analysis and development of statistical model for estimating
HVAC Consumption without conducting physical energy audit.

8

3 Research Methodology
This research uses a diversified approach, which is comprised of a literature review,
energy modeling and thorough analysis of various aspects. The literature review was used to
study the worldwide findings (pertaining to building code) in similar arid conditions and
understand the effect of weather on the building performance. Wherein, the IESVE energy
modeling software was used to simulate the energy performance of a typical Dubai villa under
different green building configurations, based on Dubai's Municipality circulars and directives.
Finally, the solar PV systems adaptability to residential villas is assessed using IESVE and PV
Syst.
In line with the identified problem statement, we carried out the research in three levels
and discussed the results in the following sections:
•

Section 1 – Residential Villa Simulation & Comparative Analysis

•

Section 2 – Solar Potential and Savings Estimation.

•

Section 3 – Load Profile and Building End Use Consumption Analysis.

This was carried out in two phases:
Phase one – Modelling via IES-VE and Respective Data Analysis:

In this phase, a residential villa was modelled wherein the current performance of
residential dwellings is studied using a base model case and various green building codes in
Dubai; as the like of, Decree 66, Dubai Green Building Regulation (DGBR) and Al SAFFAT
( at the Bronze and Platinum levels).
This phase concludes with methods to improve building efficiency, assess the end-user
perspective and pave the way for PV analysis.
Phase two – Detailed Analysis of Data

Solar Photovoltaic systems requirements, sizing and savings potential is assessed; accordingly,
savings analysis of actual installable potential is calculated.
Performance analysis, load profile analysis and the end-use consumption analyses of the
buildings is also conducted.

9

The methodology of every part has been discussed in their respective chapters.
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4 Section 1 - Residential Villa Simulation & Comparative
Analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter includes a literature review highlighting the main problems facing
residential dwellings in Dubai, focusing on the high energy demand and building performance.
This is followed by defining IES VE model input parameters including weather data, building
information and HVAC systems performance data After setting the operational profiles, the
villa is then simulated, and total electricity usage is estimated. The results are compared to the
base case and to the different codes with a respective breakdown of the total electricity and of
the energy intensive appliances. Finally, the residential villa Energy Use Index (EUI) is
calculated and compared to the EUI of Nearly-Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB) for proximity
reasons and concluding recommendations.

4.2 Literature Review
4.2.1 Literature review covering building performance
Building performance is affected by the ambient weather conditions and as such,
weather data availability is crucial. Metrological weather stations in airports are largely used
as a reference point for research, building simulations and as consumption input parameters.
The literature review conducted by Radhi and Sharples (2013) [10] has concluded that
computations based on the conventional meteorological year could misestimate the actual
energy consumption. Estimation of domestic electricity consumption relative to data gathered
from weather stations located in open field areas (airports) can source inaccuracy of nearly 6%,
as it is an open space .Furthermore, in Bahrain, they found that 83% of the national electricity
consumed is attributed to the building sector, with the major contributor being air conditioning
system, at approximately 80% on an hourly basis, within the cooling season. Radhi and
Sharples (2013) have further performed a study to assess domestic electricity consumption, in
Bahrain, produced from air conditioning using a quantifiable method, namely cooling degree
days (CDD). Rudimental linear regression equations were established to examine the
sensitivity of electricity consumption to deviation in CDD patterns. It is essential to state that
the proposed regression equations of Radhi and Sharples were correlated based on floor area
11

of air-conditioned space. Their analysis assumes that all studied villas have an identical
quantity of lighting, appliances similar usage configurations; however, this has been pertained
to for simplicity reasons and is undoubtedly not the real circumstance. Mainly, this work has
highlighted the responsibility demonstrated by urban activities on the growth of residential
electricity consumption. The study also concluded that as a result of the urban heat island (UHI)
phenomena, an increase up to 10% in electricity consumption for air conditioning appears in
metropolitan hubs, wherein cooling is necessitated mainly within the timeframe of April
throughout October [10]
Fayyad et al. (2016) [11], performed a bench marking analysis covering 46 hotels in
the UAE with comprehensive sets of consumption data, wherein it intends to encourage the
UAE hotel facilities to decrease their carbon footprint by enhancing water and energy
performance. The study was motivated by the fact that UAE hotels rank amongst the highest
energy consuming hotels globally and this is backed-up by a new survey indicating that Dubai
five-star hotels spend up to 225% more energy as opposed to their five-star equivalents in
Europe. On that basis, the study has shown an extensive range of energy outputs and a big
variance between the best, intermediate and the poor performing hotels which reveals
imbalanced energy performances throughout the UAE hotels. A tool, namely, Energy Use
Intensity (EUI) (kWh/m2.year), is used for their project. Differences in EUI (kWh/m2.year)
ranging between 104 kWh/m2.year and 721 kWh/m2.year were identified within the assessed
set of hotels on annual basis for the years of 2013, 2014 and 2015. Whilst an intermediately
performing UAE hotel has a normalized average EUI of 283 kWh/m2.year, due to the large
sample of hotels taken and one out of four hotels is found to be extremely poor performing.
More detailed investigation has also measured annual EUI per guest night and have found that
the average of the normalized EUI has alternated between 88 and 99 kWh/guest-night.
However, this report has advised that it is more efficient to consider EUI on area basis rather
than per guest. Specific correlation factors such as building age, star rating, total floor area and
operating facilities have been considered to improve comprehension of the entire scenario. The
computed correlation factors implied no moderate, strong or very strong correlations
concerning the normalized EUI (kWh/m2.year) and any of the hotels’ features; however, some
parameters like total floor area, star rating, and number of shops have presented minor
correlation with the normalized EUI. Generally, the benchmarking project has also revealed
that good energy performing hotels do not essentially have an equally good performance in
regard to water. [11].
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In a study performed on an airport terminal by Akyüz et al. (2017) in Turkey, the
building’s wall and roof insulation were assessed against economic and environmental factors.
It was found that HVAC systems deplete the utmost energy in airport terminal buildings. A
solution is to adhere to highly efficient heating and cooling systems along with properly
designed building envelope that can offer substantial reductions in consumed energy. This
academic endeavor has aimed to determine the optimal insulation thickness using life cycle
cost evaluation to diminish thermal losses especially those from walls, roof and ground,
imposed by cold climatic conditions. Several crucial items have been identified to decrease the
overall energy consumed due to heating and cooling purposes. These components comprise of
the application of high performing windows, having low thermal transmittance, with an
appropriate solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC). Even more, it has been pointed out that
buildings in warm climates should have reflective roof and wall surfaces as well as properly
sealed structures, to avoid building infiltration. The following would lessen thermal bridges
inflicted on the building envelope and can be further aided by implementing passive solar
design strategies. Energy flow baselines and degree-days method were used to find the
optimum insulation thickness for the walls and roof, and the following has resulted in 48%
reduction from heat losses on the former and 56% decrease on the later [12].
In a study by Szalay and Zöld (2014), the rudimental building parameters as the like
of geometry and orientation began the analysis; this was followed by realistically ranging the
set parameters and assuming a distribution. Sampling was done on a large building sample and
outcomes were statistically examined and necessary requirements were suggested. The study
involved six diverse residential building classifications, which are standard in Hungary, “onestory detached houses, two-story detached houses, three-story low-rise apartment
buildings, four-story low-rise apartment buildings, six-story medium high-rise apartment
buildings and ten-story medium high-rise apartment buildings”. The geometry of buildings
was assessed based on the net area of a single floor, the number of heated stories, the
compactness of the floor plan, the ceiling height, the window-to-floor area ratio and the
window frame factor. Still more, the maximum thermal transmittance of various building
elements was used as inputs to the model along with the windows orientation and accompanied
shading inflicted by the reference buildings. Mainly data was inputted for the HVAC systems
with different assessed variants, including combinations of space heating, domestic hot water
use, ventilation and PV [13].
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A study performed by Al Naqbi et. Al, (2012) targeted the establishment of a database
for the existing residential building stock in UAE for a span of 34 years (1974-2012). The
desired outcome targets the number of houses built along with relevant thermal energy
insulation building regulations. One conclusion is that buildings built prior to 2003 did not
abide to any regulations in Abu Dhabi and Dubai. Lacking appropriate refurbishment of these
buildings, the drain on energy consumed in the building will persist as high and would involve
substantial investment in renewable energy resources if the UAE were to accomplish the vital
CO2 emissions reduction goals set for 2020 [14].
In 2011, thermal insulation requirements were introduced in Abu Dhabi. Using IES-VE
energy modeling on a 1991 villa has indicated a 37.2% reduction in the total annual cooling
load when comparing the villas as built to upgrading it to ESTIDAMA 1 Pearl thermal
insulation requirements. The following indicates the energy consumption reduction potential
upheld by retrofitting existing buildings in the UAE. Wherein, in 2003, Dubai Municipality
started implementing Decree 66 regulation, which entailed insulation, and glazing as energy
saving necessities.
Even more, the tough weather circumstances in the UAE along with the previous
approach implemented in construction energy saving has resulted in placing the UAE as one
of the top 10 countries in regards to the usage of electricity and heat per capita and the highest
in regards to CO2 emissions per capita, according to the IEA CO2 Emissions From Fuel
Combustion-Highlights, Paris, France, 2009. It has been noted that there is a high growth in
electricity demand for the years 1995, 2003 and 2007, which further signifies that the new units
have not considered energy saving precautions. Specifically, the highest electrical loads are
generated via HVAC appliances and account for an “average of 40% of the total year-round
electrical load and up to 60% of the peak electrical load during the summertime.”
The application of incessantly updated and thoroughly studied green building codes do
reflect a positive impact, as the research conducted by Al Naqbi et. al [14] has applied the same
on a recently built villa that adhered to the 2003 Dubai Municipality (DM) insulation code. The
mentioned is not as rigorous as the ESTIDAMA system, and both were assessed to notably
account for changes. Using the Estidama system with its pearl 1 and pearls 2 standard has
reflected positive energy savings results, specifically 10% and 26% as opposed to the as-built
design. These promising results have been noticed on a newly built villa and as such, potential
savings for even older buildings are anticipated to be much higher.
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4.2.2 Literature review covering nZEB
The Emirates Green Building Council (EGBC) has also elaborated on the necessity of
encouraging Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (nZEBs) to support the UAE’s forthcoming goals
set to combat global warming as seen at “COP 21 in 2015, its ratification of the Paris
Agreement in 2016, the UAE Vision 2021, Dubai Plan 2021, and Abu Dhabi Plan 2030.” The
implementation of nZEBs offers a substantial rise from the present business as usual towards
the progression route to accomplish the aforementioned pledges and strategies. Green building
regulations have been developed to improve the design and performance of buildings in the
UAE. This includes the ESTIDAMA Pearl Rating System (PRS-2010) mandated by Abu Dhabi
government for new-construction villas, buildings and community projects, and the Dubai’s
Green Building Regulations and Specifications (GBRS-2011) mandated for governmentowned buildings and (2014) all new buildings. Dubai Municipality has further presented Al
Sa’fat rating system (2016).
In this study, the notion of nZEB has been assessed by prioritizing energy demand
reduction, followed by installing energy efficient appliances and finally depending on the grid
as sink/source of energy. The UAE has an average annual Heating Degree Days (HDD) and
Cooling Degree Days (CDD) of 31 and 3564, respectively, which highlights the high cooling
condition needed for buildings in the UAE. These values were compared to countries that have
established their nZEB, as the like of Denmark and Austria. Although the UAE has an
extremely high cooling load for buildings, it is analogous to the comparable heating
requirement for buildings in the said countries. Hence, the nZEB targets set in these countries,
given the variance of climate conditions, postulates a decent foundation for the development
of the nZEB objective in the UAE. On the other hand, it is vital to note that it is less energy
demanding to heat buildings than to cool them.
Fayyad (17), conducted a study on 9 projects from Abu Dhabi and Dubai involving
residential, office and retail projects, using the design energy consumption data from energy
modelling including all types of loads. It was established that the five residential villas
demonstrated an Energy Use Intensity (EUI) ranging from 44 to 119 kWh/m2/year, with the
median EUI being 98.8 kWh/m2/year. The Energy Produced Index (EPI) of the villa
developments, which relates total annual renewable energy produced on-site to the gross-floor
area, ranged between 0 and 115.4 kWh/m2/year, whereas the median EPI was 80.4
kWh/m2/year. Further statistics of EUIs for nZEBs, involved France (110 kWh/m2/year for
15

air-conditioned offices), Latvia (95 kWh/m2/year for residential buildings) and Sweden (55130 kWh/m2/year for residential buildings). As the UAE adheres to a hot and humid climate,
it has been projected that nZEBs consume between 50 and 100 kWh primary energy/m2/year
for heating, cooling, dehumidification, ventilation and hot water”. Based on the above, a nZEB
in the UAE can be described as an exceptionally energy efficient building with a site EUI less
than 90 kWh/m2/year and covers a major percentage of its yearly energy use by renewable
energy sources produced either on-site or off- site [15]
Tsalikis and Martinopoulos (2015) have explored the potential of utilizing photovoltaic
and solar thermal systems in standard residential buildings. The following study has aimed to
highlight their impact concerning nearly Net Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB) in Greece. Various
configurations, at different sites and climatic circumstances, have considered the installed
capacity of photovoltaics and solar combi-systems in this study. Abiding to a technical and
economical perspective, photovoltaics are deemed capable in supplying the yearly electric
demand of a domestic building with a payback period below 7 years. As for solar combisystems, the payback timeframe varies amid 5.5 to 6.5 years, as opposed to conventional fuel
oil heating boiler, and 9 years as opposed to a natural gas boiler. These solar combi-systems
deliver at a minimum 50% of the entire heating demand necessitated by buildings. Overall, the
validity of solar energy systems capability towards nZEB has been verified as they were able
to ensure at least 76% of the principal energy mandate in residential dwellings. Generally,
renewable energy resources have long been exploited to partly guarantee building’s thermal
strains, prior to the employment of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) in
the European Union (EU) in 2010 [16].
Szalay and Zöld (2014) have noted that when the EPBD was revisited, member states
have been requested to properly define nZEB and introduce them in 2018. The sustainable
development journey of the building’s segment was primarily focused on the examination of a
scarce reference buildings, joining energy efficiency processes together with HVAC systems.
According to them, this method inflicts certain risks, as to the sightless dependency on
assumptions. Not only do the requirements not deliver adequate inducements for energy saving
processes, including renewables, but also reckon the requirements as unable to fulfill rational
resolutions in numerous instances. On that basis, Szalay and Zöld have proposed an approach
established on the simulated creation of a large building sample, wherein buildings are
expressed by distinct parameters as like of geometry. The following was showcased on setting
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requirements for residential buildings in Hungary. The recommended requirements are
authorized versus mutual European objectives [13].
Common principles have been outlined for sustainable and accurate nZEB such as
having a baseline for the greatest permissible energy demand, a baseline for the least portion
of renewable energy demand and a baseline for the prevalent primary energy demand and
associated CO2 emissions. In accordance to the EPBD recast, a nZEB generally has an
exceptional energy performance, requires a minute amount of extensive energy and effectively
utilizes renewable sources.

4.2.3 Literature review on - Building Code progression in UAE
As discussed, numerous building codes have been announced in the UAE over the last
two decades. The following discussion on the evolution of Dubai Municipality green building
codes has been deliberated in Dubai Municipality official website and by Abu Hijleh and
Jaheen (2019) [17]. Namely, the approval of Decree66/2003 has implied the commencement
of technical specifications of buildings in the emirate of Dubai. Thermal insulation systems to
reduce air conditioning consumption entailed in the Dubai Green Building Regulations
(DGBR) and Specifications was released in 2010 and was stated as a mandatory requirement
baseline for new government buildings in Dubai. Following that course of action, in 2014,
Dubai Municipality has made the DGBR a mandatory requirement to be implemented to all
new constructions and buildings, in Dubai, except for temporary buildings. All new regulations
automatically revoke older ones, as they are an amended version of the existing. As energy,
reports at that time (2014) have indicated that thermal insulation and the life span of materials
are vital to building improvement. Buildings glass façades are also considered as an active
feature in decreasing energy consumption. However, this is attained through embedding
reflective film to current glazing, which was found to be a costly retrofit exercise. In general,
DGBR has set the basis for analysis to depend on two energy compliance methods; the primary
is the Elemental method of abiding to regulation detailed codes and the secondary is the
Performance-based method, which is dependent on calculations, simulations and energy
modelling. The latter is assessed on the annual energy consumption of the building required
due to the glazing orientation, envelope performance, HVAC energy efficiency, and overall
lighting. DGBR aims to improve the performance of buildings in Dubai by reducing the overall
consumption of resources, namely energy, water and materials which in turn will enhance the
construction life cycle, beginning with planning, designing, constructing and finally operating
17

the facilities. Not only that, but its purpose extends to also better the public realm health, safety,
and overall welfare to ensure that the city is providing the highest standards of comfort within
the umbrella of sustainable living. These regulations have been put forth to support Dubai’s
Strategic Plan, design a more sustainable urban environment and widen the horizon of the
Emirate’s abilities in providing a resilient infrastructure to meet the needs of future
developments, without compromising the needs of current one’s.
In 2016, the same regulation was reproduced as “Al Sa’fat – Dubai Green Building
Evaluation System”. This is a hybrid green building regulation, which entails a detailed manual
with numerous sections that address mainly ecology and planning, building vitality, resource
effectiveness in energy, water, materials and waste. It has been structured in 4 levels beginning
with prerequisites or general requirements, bronze sa’fa, silver sa’fa, gold sa’fa and finally
platinum sa’fa. Wherein, the first level is mandatory as it replaced DGBR, the second is
mandatory for only private villas and industrial buildings, the third is mandatory for all other
building typologies and the latter two are optional. The platinum sa’fa certification involves
enhancements and holds a sole focus on energy resource effectiveness. This means it has
clearly identified energy as being the most intensive used resource involving heat dissipation,
control of chilled water, control of air conditioning zones and proper handling of performance
and commissioning reports. The regulation aims to add value to buildings and encourage
owners and investors to implement best standards, promote and raise the level of building’s
comfort along with improving the indoor environmental health and overall quality of Dubai’s
buildings. It even encourages the use of innovative applications and building technologies to
achieve sustainable development as well as support the green economy by encouraging
investments in sustainable application, especially in the construction and operation.
Developers of residential dwellings usually cater to upfront costs rather than future
operating costs. Main drawbacks are due to public and consumers’ lack of awareness and lack
of incentives to build with higher efficiency. This can be solved by enhancing awareness to
develop a robust market demand for more energy efficient dwellings and providing variable
methods of incentives. Again, it has been noted that Dubai buildings operate significantly on
HVAC Systems, which results in higher Energy Use Index (EUI), than most cities of the world.
Having said that, Dubai Al Sa’fat focuses greatly on enhancing HVAC, especially at higher
levels as the like of platinum. Namely, the minimum HVAC Energy Efficiency Rating (EER)
for Dubai's Al Sa'fat proposes the usage of appliances with EER ≥9.5 (15) (16).
Generally, all these codes aim to enhance the performance of buildings in Dubai by
following conservative action items, as the like of the reduction of consumption in resources
18

(energy, water and materials) along with catering to the public realm health and overall welfare.
This is made possible through improving the planning, design, construction and operation of
the buildings to form a holistic approach concluded by success and comfort of sustainable
living. After the brief description of the different green building codes, and their evolution
over time, the detailed methodology of simulation and inputs of the energy model are listed in
the sections below.
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4.3 Detailed Methodology
IES, the Integrated Environmental Solutions, code is adopted for this study. It is known
to be one of the best commercial energy modeling software available and has been successfully
used in many worldwide research publications. The designed villa follows Dubai Municipality
Green Building Codes with consumptions parameters and trends set to approximate real-life
conditions as accurately as it would allow. Data is obtained from Taqati. Taqati was established
by the Dubai Supreme Council of Energy (DSCE) in January 2016, to manage the Dubai
Demand Side Management (DSM) Strategy implementation.
To carry out the comparative analysis, the following data sets were used for input data:
•

Taqati Code wise simulation input data sheet: discussed in the Inputs chapter.

•

Villa architectural drawings (Autocad): have been taken from Dubai Silicon Oasis
Area.

Building on the input data, a simulation was developed in IES using the following walkthrough steps:

Open the
program and
Click on
"New Project"

"Vista Pro" is
used to display
the simulated
results

Start to Draw
or Export
CAD Drawing

"Apache
Dynamic
Simulation" to
simulate the
model with
inputted
parameters

In our case,
Ready Made
Drawing of
Villa By CAD
(DSO)

Tabular Space
Data >> Internal
Gain values are
set and all
respective details
are displayed

Click in
SunCast
button

Apache
Construction
Database
Manager >>
Building
Envelope Uvalues are set

Locate the
location and
Date
(Metrological
Data)

View the
building and
time with the
sun located to
the building.
This shows
sunpath and
shading

Click Energy >>
Apache >>
Apache Profile
Database
Manager >>
Load Profiles to
set Internal Gains

Figure 1. Walk-through of steps used on IES-VE software.
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Figure 2. IES VE front view of the modelled residential villa.

The flow chart above (figure 1) signifies the steps followed in modeling and simulating
the villa. The actual simulated villa model on IES VE is seen in figure 2. After the model was
built, building parameters were inputted via accessing “Apache” control that entailed 5 main
subcategories, namely: General, Space Conditions, Systems, Internal Gains and Air Changes.
Envelope performance parameters have been set, as mentioned previously, by inputting them
in “Apache Construction Database Manager” along with HVAC parameters through “Apache
Systems” via cooling systems (EER/SEER).
“Apache Sim (Dynamic Simulation)” is used to simulate the residential villa and model
actual consumption, based on the base case and the amended as-built data using advanced green
building parameters, issued by Dubai Municipality. Through the “Vista Pro” control, total
building systems energy has been accessed along with an energy breakdown to define the most
consuming or energy intensive appliances. The breakdown-involved total lighting energy, total
equipment energy intensive appliances. The breakdown involved total lighting energy; total
equipment energy including DHW and everything else pertains to HVAC energy, namely
chiller and ventilation fans and pumps.
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These steps are further detailed below:
A) IES VE Envelope Performance:
•

Apache Construction Database Manager; Building Fabric:
I.
II.

Exterior Walls U-value (W/m2 K)
Roof U-value (W/m2 K)

III.

Vertical Glazing U-value (W/m2 K)

IV.

Ground/Exposed Floor U-value (W/m2 K)

V.

Door U-value (W/m2 K)

B) IES VE Apache Control Subcategories:
•

General; defined by dwelling built-up information (general inputs above).

•

Space Conditions.
I.

Heating set point off-continuously except for DHW for bath areas,
namely, laundry and shower spaces.

II.

Cooling set points have been set using two profiles, which are on
continuously and non-occupant room profile.

Representative timings profile for the later, defined between 8:00 am to 12:00 pm.
•

Systems.
I.
II.

No heating systems are used.
Cooling unit size is internal and is based on EER/SEER values set by
the different codes.

•

Thermal Data - Internal Gains.
I.

Villa Interior Lighting

II.

Villa Exterior Lighting

III.

People Density

IV.

Plug Loads

V.
•

Cooking Load

Thermal Data - Air Changes; flow rate per person is defined by Air-Changes
per Hour (ACH) values set by the different codes.

C) IES VE Internal Gains:
•

Load operational profiles

D) IES VE Apache Sim (Dynamic Simulation):
•

Base case model

•

Decree 66
22

•

Dubai Green Building Regulation and Specification

•

Al Saa’fat (Bronze and Platinum)

E) IES VE Vista Pro Control - Results:
•

Total Building Systems Electricity

•

Total Building Systems Energy

•

Total Lighting Energy

•

Total Equipment Energy

•

Total HVAC Energy

Based on the above-mentioned introduction and literature review, it is crucial to understand
the effect of either refurbishment of exiting villas or the design considerations for newly built
dwellings by implementing the established Dubai Municipality Green Building codes.
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4.4 Inputs to simulation
4.4.1 General inputs
The model was built using the parameters in table 1 and used input weather parameters
from the built-in metrological data of Dubai International Airport, as seen in figures 3-4, below.
This real-life approximation model will pave the way towards attaining an initial idea about
the potential savings that could be reached. The energy simulation analysis was conducted
taking into consideration design parameters like of building form (area, shape, floors count,
Window Fraction (Window to Wall Ratio), floor-to-floor height) along with building systems,
specifically those for cooling and Domestic Hot Water (DHW), wherein heating is assumed
non-applicable for the UAE region. The applied parameters have been extracted from
numerous Green Building Codes to study and assess the variations and deduce the best-case
scenario. The following includes Decree 66 and DGBR (ASHRAE Standards 90.2, 62.2-2007,
Fundamentals 2001), Al Sa’fat (Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum).
Table 1. Residential villa building information summary, form and used systems as inputs to IES VE.
Building
Information
Summary

Total Floor Area (m2)

443.54

Total Floor Volume (m3)

1553.02

2

(Form and External Wall area (m )
System)
External Opening area (m2)

509.76
82.02

Number of Floors

G+1

Floor to Floor height (m)

4

Cooling

DX FCUs; VRF FCUs

Heating

Not Applicable

DHW

Solar Water Heating (SWH) system (DGBR, Sa'fat)
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Figure 3. IES VE of year-long metrological data of ambient temperature vs. months.

Figure 4. IES VE metrological data built-in values.
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Figures 3-4 above indicate the year-long metrological data used in the IES VE building
simulation. Upon signifying the desired location, which is Dubai International Airport, the
annual weather data is plotted versus the year months with an increasing trend until reaching
the maximum temperatures in Jul-Aug, and the gradually decreasing again.

4.4.2 Detailed Code-wise Inputs:
This section will detail the actual implementation of the steps mentioned in the detailed
methodology above. Base model was based on data taken from Al Badri (2013) analysis of
simulating a house in Baghdad, as seen in Table 2. This equality between roof and floor area
is an assumption set by DGBR, the used u-values extracted from the IES model for the base
case can be seen in table 3. Other parameters for the base case have remained as Decree66, and
the chief purpose underlying the focus on construction database is to shed a light on how
envelope material selection affects HVAC performance drastically. The input parameters
including envelope performance, thermal data, HVAC System design performance and the
assumptions considered in the modelling of the green building codes are listed in table 4 [18].
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Table 2. IES VE model inputs for base case model u-values (W/m2.k).

Table 3. Actual IES VE model inputs for base case model u-values (W/m2.k).
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Table 4. Detailed IES VE model inputs for D66, DGBR and Al Sa’fat with considered assumptions.

(3)
66
Input Decree
(90.2, 62.2 - 2004,
Parameters
2007)
(Fundamentals
2001)

Model

DGBR
AlSa'fat
(Standards 90.2,
Bronze
62.2-2007)
(Fundamentals
2001)

AlSa'fat
Platinum

Envelope Performance – Building Fabric
Exterior walls
U-Value
(W/m².K)

0.57

0.42

Roof
U-Value

0.44

0.30

3.28

2.1

0.44

0.30

(W/m².K)
Vertical
Glazing
U-Value
(W/m².K)

1.9

Ground/
Exposed Floor
(1)

U-Value
(W/m².K)
Door (2)
U-Value

2.3025

(W/m².K)
Thermal Data Summary
4
#2
Occupancy Density #1 per additional room
(m²/person)

first

room;
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Int. Lighting Power
Density (W/m²)

10.39

8 (11)

7.3 (12)

Plug loads (W/m²)
(13)

Cooking

2.691
Load

(4)

(W)
Ext. Lighting Power
(kW)

553.8

0.68 (11)

0.64 (12)

Ventilation Airflow
rate (5) (8) (L/s.person,
L/s.m²)

50 L/s per hour

Infiltration (ACH)

0.56 (5)

0.7 (10)

DHW Consumption
(L/hr) (9)
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HVAC System Design Performance
Design Conditions
Outdoor
DB (°C)

46

WB (°C)

29

Latitude

25° North

Indoor
DB (°C)

22

RH (%)

50 (+/- 5)

Safety Factor
Sensible (%)

10%

Latent (%)

5%

29

Oversizing

Factor 1.15

-

(%)
System Efficiencies (6) (7)

DX, < 19 kW

EER 10 ~ SEER 11

EER 12 ~ SEER 15

EER 13 ~ SEER 16

On-site Renewable Energy – Solar Water Heating

Load

Requirement

(%)

Water Tank (l)

-

75; domestic

-

70
3

Solar Panels (m2)

-

On-site Renewable Energy – Electrical Power Generation
Renewable
Technology

for -

-

Solar PV

-

-

Monocrystalline

of -

-

Electricity
Generation
PV Panels - Type
Amount
Electricity
Generation required
(% of actual elec.

5%

10%

load exc. cooling)
Notes
Assumptions

and

(1) Following the assumptions from DGBR that floors and roofs have similar U-values
(2) VE default
(3) ASHRAE standards 90.2-2004 and 62.2-2004 are assumed for Decree 66.
ASHRAE standards 2007 are used wherever required.
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(4) Cooking demand for the villa is calculated assuming that the villa has one Range
top: 3 elements on/oven off. ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 2009, Chapter
18.
(5) Taken from ASHRAE 62.2-2007
(6) Calculated based on SEER from ASHRAE 90.1-2004 using the formula: EER =
1.12 x SEER - 0.02 x SEER.
(7) SEER from UAE.S 5010 - 1 of ESMA for Household AC: Non-ducted split type.
(8) Considered same as Decree66
(9) Design DHW load for Villa as per ASHRAE Application as per DGBR
requirements. Approximately 77% load is served by SWH for DGBR. Based on
DM Circular 183
(10) CIBSE A - 2015 (Dwellings). Apartment (stories 1–5): 10.0 (Part L (2002)).
(11) ASHRAE 90.1-2004
(12) UAE.S 5010 - 1 of ESMA for Household AC: Non-ducted split type
(13) Load as per Household requirements & profile taken from California Title 24,
2013 Appendix for a residence.
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4.4.3 Operation Profiles
The general parameters have seen earlier in the building information summary table 1.
Space conditioning parameters involved setting the heating set point to off-continuously as in
the UAE the weather is mainly hot and dry, except for DHW for bath areas, namely, laundry
and shower spaces. On the other hand, cooling set points have been set using two profiles,
which are on continuously and non-occupant room profile, with representative timings profile,
defined between 8:00 am to 12:00 pm. In systems, the types of gains have been identified, no
heating systems are used, and the cooling unit size is internal and is based on EER/SEER values
set by the different codes, as seen in table 4. Lastly, when it comes to internal gains the five
main types are villa interior lighting, exterior lighting, people density, plug loads and cooking
wherein their respective profiles can be seen in figures 5-10.

Figure 5. Villa interior lighting operational profile set on IES VE.

The interior lighting profile of the residential villa in figure 5 has been set at 10% at
night, where the reduction starts after 8pm, 25% by 6 am and a maximum of 90% by 6pm, the
dimming profile is assumed to be the same.
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Figure 6. Villa exterior lighting operational profile set on IES VE.

Coming to the villa exterior lighting profile figure 6, it has been set to be purely
operative during night-time, specifically 18:00 to 24:00 and 24:00 to 7:00.

Figure 7. People density operational profile set on IES VE.
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The villa people density profile
and occupancy inputs in figure 7-8 have
been set to assume that people are
mostly at home between 19:00 to 7:00
and are present at different frequencies
of availability during the day with the
lowest frequency being between 9:00 to
15:00, which is logical as that is the
official work and school timings. Most
dense

rooms

in

the

house

are

evidentially the dining, living and
family room.

Figure 8. Occupancy input operational profile set on IES VE.

Moving onto plug loads, it has realistically been assumed in figure 9 to be operative at
different intervals, yet mostly between 18:00 – 23:00. It then reduces slightly and comes to a
near drop between 24:00 – 5:00 and rises again for morning occupant’s use between 5:00 –
10:00. Finally, the profile drops to zero between 10:00 – 18:00, as occupants are assumed to
be out of the villa.

Figure 9. Villa plug load operational profile set on IES VE.
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The last internal gain, cooking profile, in figure 10 is mainly dependent on profile is
mainly dependent on meal timings. Those have been defined as breakfast between 6:00 –
10:00, lunch 12:00-15:00 and dinner 17:00 – 20:00, with the latter two being more energy
intensive.

Figure 10. Cooking profile operational profile set on IES VE.

Moving onto the final parameter, which is the Air Exchanges, the flow rate per person
defined by Air-Changes per Hour (ACH) has been set as 0.56, for the base model, D66 and
DGBR and is set as 0.7 for Al Safat ratings, as seen in table 4.
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4.5 Consolidated Results and Discussion
After the models were simulated; namely 5 different models, the results can be seen in
table 5 below. The parameters of consumption extracted for comparison reasons are annual
lighting energy, equipment energy, HVAC energy and overall electricity consumed in the
respective dwelling, in kWh. The drop has been gradual as we moved from Base Model, Decree
66, DGBR, Al Saf’at Bronze and Platinum. The most evident contributor to the drop-in
consumption is due to HVAC consumption and specifically enhancing system efficiencies.
This included more efficient DX units for cooling with higher EER and SEER values, resulting
in better COP values. Table 5 details the simulation results.
Table 5. Total Annual IES VE simulation detailed results and percentage contribution of each
parameter.
Base
Parameters
Decree
Al
Sa’fat Al
Sa’fat
DGBR
Model
66
Silver
Platinum
Annual Lighting Energy

8,672

8,672

7,506

7,248

7,248

9.055%

11.365%

10.465%

10.70%

10.80%

19,230

18,852

17,630

17,630

17,630

Percentage Contribution (%)

20.1%

24.7%

24.6%

26%

26.27%

Annual HVAC Energy

67,881

48,830

46,612

42,880

42,243

70.87%

63.95%

64.97%

63.28%

62.93%

95,783

76,354

71,748

67,758

67,121

(kWh)
Percentage Contribution (%)

Annual Equipment Energy
(kWh)

(kWh)
Percentage Contribution (%)

Annual Electricity
Consumption (kWh)
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Figure 11. Total annual consumption breakdown vs. codes.

Figure 11 clearly indicates that the HVAC load is the highest contributor (62-70%) over
the entire year’s consumption, followed by equipment (20-26%) and finally the lighting by (911%). Furthermore,

figure 12 shows the averaged consumptions of all forms. As per the

figure, 66% of the energy is consumed by the HVAC equipment, 24% by the equipment and
10% by the villa lighting system.
AVERAGE ENERGY CONSUMPTION %
CONTRIBUTION
Lighting

Equipment

HVAC

10%
24%

66%

Figure 12. Average percentage of energy consumption of HVAC,
lighting and others, of all codes.

In figure 13, the respective overall consumption is plotted for each villa type over 12 months
to explore the seasonal effects. Specifically, it discusses monthly consumption trends and
clearly observed that the consumption in the summer months for the building’s with stringent
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building codes is considerably lower than the consumption of the same building which is not
following any building code. Therefore, the consumption of the winter months for all buildings
remains in the same range. This is witnessed due to the improved thermal performance of the
buildings with the stringer codes, where the codes identify and deal with the envelope
parameters and ventilation standards.

Figure 13. Total electricity consumption vs. codes and months.

Figures 14-16 show the different types of consumption separately plotted wherein the various
building codes. It can be seen that all the three end-use consumptions types reduce as the codes
become more stringent.
In figure 14, there are two drops in energy, one is by 13.44% from D66 to DGBR and the other
is by 3.44% between DGBR and Safat Bronze and Platinum.
Figure 15 similarly shows two drops in energy, the first is between the base case and D66 by
1.97% and the latter is between D66 and DGBR by 6.48%.
It is worth noting that HVAC share is the highest and with improved building thermal
performance the HVAC consumption also reduces steeply. Specifically, 4 drops have been
evident when progressing from one code to another. First drop by 28.07% from base model to
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D66, second drop by 4.54% from D66 to DGBR, third drop by 8.01% from DGBR to Safaat
Bronze and finally 1.49% from Safat Bronze to Safat Platinum.
This in turn saves more energy in the summer months. On the other hand, the other end-uses
(lighting and equipment) remained constant throughout the year and notable savings cannot be
observed in the winter months.

Figure 14. Total annual lights energy vs. codes.

Figure 15. Total annual equip. energy vs. codes.

Figure 16. Total HVAC energy vs. codes.
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4.6 Nearly Zero Energy Buildings EUI Comparison
The results of this section paves the way for the nZEB characterization in the UAE under each
code requirements As defined in EGBC literature review discussed earlier in chapters 4.2.1
and 4.2.2, covering building performance and nZEB, the following equations are used for
nZEB studies, worldwide:
Energy Use Index (EUI):
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 (𝑘𝑊h)
𝐺𝐹𝐴 (𝑚2 )

EUI =

….. (1)

Energy Produced Index (EPI):
EPI =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 (𝑘𝑊h)
𝐺𝐹𝐴 (𝑚2 )

….. (2)

Renewable Energy Fraction (RE):
RE=

𝐸𝑃𝐼

.. (3)

𝐸𝑈𝐼

Net Energy Use Index (nEUI):
nEUI =

𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝑘𝑊h)
…
𝐺𝐹𝐴 (𝑚2 )

.. (4)

Table 6 shows the results obtained from applying the above definitions to the simulated results.
Code

Total Electricity (kW)

EUI (kW/m2)

Base Case

95,783

216

D66

76,354

172

DGBR

71,748

162

Al Sa’fat Bronze

67,758

153

Al Sa’fat Platinum

67,121

151

UAE nZEB EUI (Fayyad et.al,2017),
EGBC), (kW/m2)

50-100, 90 base-line

The Al Sa’fat Bronze and Platinum categories buildings showed the closest EUI to the
target nZEB consumptions, namely 153 and 151 kW/m2, comparable to the proposed 90
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kW/m2. These two categories were successful in reducing the buildings EUI by 30% and 31%
from the base-line case, respectively. They also showed 12% and 13% improvements over the
D66 code requirements, respectively. However, their performance is still about 60% above the
target NZEB building performance, and the codes needs a lot more to be done in order to
achieve the target. The results also indicated that the Safat requirements are not significantly
better than the DGBR requirements, which was surprising, yet can be supported by the hot
climatic conditions.
The percentage drop in energy when moving from Al Sa’fat Bronze to Platinum is
0.94% and this is mainly due the code being based on cumulative enhancements. The Bronze
has focused on laying out first the minimum requirements set by the general level of Al Sa’fat
certification. These general requirements included building vitality, resource effectiveness in
energy, water, materials and waste. Specifically, the building fabric requirements (air
conditioning design parameters) have been listed. The Bronze code additionally focused on
more items relevant to HVAC performance areas as the like of minimum envelope performance
requirements and exhaust air energy recovery systems. Later on, the codes cumulative nature
have specified energy efficient HVAC equipment and systems.
The Platinum code has focused solely on enhancing the energy performance through
three major areas: building fabric (heat dissipation), building systems (control of chilled water
and control of air-conditioned zones), and building commissioning and management
(performance and commissioning reports). However, the building envelope requirements were
high enough in the Bronze level, which did not leave much area for improvement. The Platinum
level has focused on the main areas that deserve attention, yet it was not catered to fully to
compensate for the weather in Dubai.
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4.7 Chapter Conclusion
After gathering input parameters and detailing all necessary profiles, 5 residential
models were simulated for a residential villa in Dubai. Base Case, D66, DGBR and Al Sa’fat
Bronze and Platinum where individually designed and accordingly simulated. The consumed
electricity (kWh) has descended in the given order, which means that the enhancements in the
building code regulations have affected the overall yearly villa consumption positively.
Overall, a higher drop between the studied codes is seen during the summer months as
compared to others. Further elaboration has gone into breaking down the total annual lighting,
equipment and HVAC energy. The results have shown an average energy consumption
percentage breakdown of 10% for lighting 24% for equipment and 66% for HVAC, annually,
for all the given codes. The nZEB EUI is closely related to the most recent and stringent code,
namely Al Sa’fat Platinum with 151 kW/m2, without considering renewables integration.
It has been clear that a major contributor to increased consumption rates is human
behavior and the associated daily trends along with the building envelope fabric, which is
affected by the hot arid climate of the region, in Dubai, stressing on HVAC consumption. The
building envelope U-values and shading coefficients immensely cause a drop in overall HVAC
consumption, along with having higher thermal resistance and proper insulation. Heat transfer
through building structures decreases with enhancing building codes. The HVAC dynamics
entailed an increase of SEER that effectively managed to save energy consumption; a jump in
SEER by 4 numerical values generally saves up power consumption by 30%. Specifically by
36.83% moving from base case model to Al Saf’aat Platinum, with a 5-digit numerical jump
in SEER values. The thermal parameters, namely U-values, have been progressively became
more efficient for the windows, walls, roof and floor. Focusing on windows and walls, the Uvalue for building glazed elements decreased by 66.9% and for the walls decreased by 65.1%
moving from base case model to Al Saf’aat Platinum. These changes have directly influenced
the seen reduction in energy consumption. However, more focus is to be shed on other relevant
building properties as the like of building air-tightness, thermal insulation as well as passive
cooling strategies. After focusing efforts on glazed elements, structural changes including
columns, walls, slabs orientation, and overall material usage also play an important role in
dropping energy consumption.
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Another fact to focus on is increased human comfort in green buildings as well as
maintaining proper levels of indoor air quality. Forced ventilation becomes an obligation to
achieve the afore-mentioned since occupants cannot open windows at certain intervals, when
exposed to areas of dust and sand. A delicate balance between human comfort, indoor air
quality, thermal parameters and HVAC dynamics is a desirable path to reduce annual energy
consumption yield.
Green buildings code compliance through its evolution has shown enhancements in
terms of energy savings. When comparing the most stringent code (Al Saf’aat Platinum) to the
base case there is an overall 37.87% reduction in energy consumption, which is a commendable
improvement and is mainly contributed by HVAC. Further detailing has resulted in 16.42%
decrease in lighting, 8.32% in equipment energy and 36.83% in HVAC energy, from base case
to Al Saf’aat Platinum.
The above indicated that the progressive improvements to the building codes have
significantly improved the buildings thermal performance; however, they are still far from the
nZEB targets, by roughly 60%. To come closer to those targets, the utilization of renewables
will be explored in the next section of the report.
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5 Section 2 - Solar Potential and Savings Estimation
5.1 Introduction & Literature Survey
UAE’s fast growth in the last decades drove a new form of the cities that implicate large
investments in buildings construction projects, smart technologies, and modern lifestyle. In
term of ongoing building construction investments, UAE has a collective share of 29% among
GCC countries [19]. This led consequently to an increase in annual fuel consumption and CO2
emissions. In fact, UAE is among the top countries in term of annual CO2 emission in the
region, that accounts for 22.4 tons annual per capita in 2018 [20]. Those alarming changes in
growth and energy usage made the government revise its dependence on burning fusil fuels as
a single source of energy and recognize the validity of introducing renewable energy in its
smart cities ,contributing to lower down the CO2 emission associated with climate change
issues.
Subsequently, The UAE government started working on diversifying its power sector
by incorporating renewable energy in its energy mix. An energy strategy has been launched
aiming to increase the clean energy share of total energy mix from 25% to 50% by 2050 and
reduce the carbon footprint from power generation by 70% [21]. Given the high amount of
annual solar radiation received by UAE of over 2200 kWh/m2, UAE has realized the
predominant role of solar energy system in achieving this target. The country has become a
leader of sustainability in regards of solar energy technology that has been rapidly growing in
R&D sector and contributing in multiple solar pilot projects that were installed in different
locations. To illustrate, UAE established a 100 MW concentrating solar power plant (Shams1) that is to be followed by Shams-2 and Shams-3 with additional capacity of 150 MW and a
solar PV facility of 10 MW to provide Masdar city in Abu Dhabi with electric power in addition
to many other pilot projects spread across the country [22]. Furthermore, Dubai solar park was
established to produce 10 MW by 2013 using solar photovoltaic cell technology and 1000 MW
by 2030 on the completion of all its phases [23].
Taking into consideration the fact that 70-80% of the country’s overall electricity
generation is consumed by residential building, UAE has been recently active in implementing
solar technologies in small and residential buildings. Dubai Smart sustainable city was
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launched as a zero energy residential city with 200MW of electricity produced by solar panels
installed in each building’s rooftop [24].
The efforts were continued by establishing “Shams Dubai”, that encourages household
and building owners to install PV panels on rooftops to generate electricity by connecting to
DEWA’s grid. The electricity is used on site and the surplus is exported to DEWA’s network
[23]. In addition, most of the above project have been using the rooftop of the residential
building to install the solar panel which is an attractive option because it’s the most appropriate
space for domestic buildings to avoid shading issues and make use of the unutilized space.
Although rooftop solar energy systems are the most widely installed renewable system
during the current stage of the building sector in UAE, the focus has been on large-scale
powerplants and projects overlooking small scale and building integrated applications. The
potential of residential PV generated power and its impact on the building consumption in term
of solar generation outcome and peak shaving has not received enough attention.
Furthermore, studying the relation between the input design parameters of the solar PV
system and solar PV power production it is essential to understand the system behavior and
ensure efficient electricity performance. Furthermore, taking into consideration the Green
Energy Building Regulations and the recommended renewable energy share of residential
buildings to avail a net zero energy building, it’s very important to investigate how sufficient
the share percentage is where the applicability of these percentages has not been studied in
earlier researches.
In this chapter, the above mentioned research need will be addressed by a an initial
technical assessment that investigates optimum design inputs of solar PV system for a typical
residential villa in Dubai, followed by studying the effect of this solar system on the villa’s
electricity consumption. System simulation will be conducted and the solar electricity as well
as the daily peak shift is estimated. In addition, a scale up PV system will be designed while
defining and analyzing the input parameters beside technically and economically analyzing the
design according to the villa parameters and conditions. Finally, the fraction of renewable
energy used in the building will be assessed to investigate the Net Energy Use Indexes that
present the feasibility of a nZEB.
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5.2 Detailed Methodology
Given the same villa design presented in chapter 4 above, a rooftop solar PV system is
designed and investigated under Dubai conditions. The PV solar panels are proposed to be
installed on the roof and occupies an area of 210 𝑚2 .The optimum design of the PV system
will be investigated by IESVE software through utilizing the most effective system parameters
: PV module orientation and PV panel tilt angle. Four PV orientations will be examined: γ=0
for North direction, γ=90 for East direction, γ=180 for South, and γ=0 for west direction. Eight
different tilt angles will be studied: α=0 to α=35 with an increment of 5 degree at each
calculation. Based on the findings of optimum tilt and orientation, the Platinum alsafa’t
regulation for renewable energy percentage simulation analysis was applied through IES VE
software to examine the effect on the electricity demand of the villa and analyze the potential
of solar PV system. In the second part of the report the Net Energy Use Indexes was studied to
analysis the feasibility of a for a nZEB. Finally, a scale up PV system will be studied through
Pvsyst software by designing the input parameters according to the conditions. The outcomes
will be analyzed, and economical assessment will be applied to find out the payback period of
the installed PV system.
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6 Section 2 - Solar Potential and Savings Estimation
6.1 Introduction & Literature Survey
UAE’s fast growth in the last decades drove a new form of the cities that implicate large
investments in buildings construction projects, smart technologies, and modern lifestyle. In
term of ongoing building construction investments, UAE has a collective share of 29% among
GCC countries [19]. This led consequently to an increase in annual fuel consumption and CO2
emissions. In fact, UAE is among the top countries in term of annual CO2 emission in the
region, that accounts for 22.4 tons annual per capita in 2018 [20]. Those alarming changes in
growth and energy usage made the government revise its dependence on burning fusil fuels as
a single source of energy and recognize the validity of introducing renewable energy in its
smart cities ,contributing to lower down the CO2 emission associated with climate change
issues.
Subsequently, The UAE government started working on diversifying its power sector
by incorporating renewable energy in its energy mix. An energy strategy has been launched
aiming to increase the clean energy share of total energy mix from 25% to 50% by 2050 and
reduce the carbon footprint from power generation by 70% [21]. Given the high amount of
annual solar radiation received by UAE of over 2200 kWh/m2, UAE has realized the
predominant role of solar energy system in achieving this target. The country has become a
leader of sustainability in regards of solar energy technology that has been rapidly growing in
R&D sector and contributing in multiple solar pilot projects that were installed in different
locations. To illustrate, UAE established a 100 MW concentrating solar power plant (Shams1) that is to be followed by Shams-2 and Shams-3 with additional capacity of 150 MW and a
solar PV facility of 10 MW to provide Masdar city in Abu Dhabi with electric power in addition
to many other pilot projects spread across the country [22]. Furthermore, Dubai solar park was
established to produce 10 MW by 2013 using solar photovoltaic cell technology and 1000 MW
by 2030 on the completion of all its phases [23].
Taking into consideration the fact that 70-80% of the country’s overall electricity
generation is consumed by residential building, UAE has been recently active in implementing
solar technologies in small and residential buildings. Dubai Smart sustainable city was
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launched as a zero energy residential city with 200MW of electricity produced by solar panels
installed in each building’s rooftop [24].
The efforts were continued by establishing “Shams Dubai”, that encourages household
and building owners to install PV panels on rooftops to generate electricity by connecting to
DEWA’s grid. The electricity is used on site and the surplus is exported to DEWA’s network
[23]. In addition, most of the above project have been using the rooftop of the residential
building to install the solar panel which is an attractive option because it’s the most appropriate
space for domestic buildings to avoid shading issues and make use of the unutilized space.
Although rooftop solar energy systems are the most widely installed renewable system
during the current stage of the building sector in UAE, the focus has been on large-scale
powerplants and projects overlooking small scale and building integrated applications. The
potential of residential PV generated power and its impact on the building consumption in term
of solar generation outcome and peak shaving has not received enough attention.
Furthermore, studying the relation between the input design parameters of the solar PV
system and solar PV power production it is essential to understand the system behavior and
ensure efficient electricity performance. Furthermore, taking into consideration the Green
Energy Building Regulations and the recommended renewable energy share of residential
buildings to avail a net zero energy building, it’s very important to investigate how sufficient
the share percentage is where the applicability of these percentages has not been studied in
earlier researches.
In this chapter, the above mentioned research need will be addressed by a an initial
technical assessment that investigates optimum design inputs of solar PV system for a typical
residential villa in Dubai, followed by studying the effect of this solar system on the villa’s
electricity consumption. System simulation will be conducted and the solar electricity as well
as the daily peak shift is estimated. In addition, a scale up PV system will be designed while
defining and analyzing the input parameters beside technically and economically analyzing the
design according to the villa parameters and conditions. Finally, the fraction of renewable
energy used in the building will be assessed to investigate the Net Energy Use Indexes that
present the feasibility of a nZEB.
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6.2 Detailed Methodology
Given the same villa design presented in chapter 4 above, a rooftop solar PV system is
designed and investigated under Dubai conditions. The PV solar panels are proposed to be
installed on the roof and occupies an area of 210 𝑚2 .The optimum design of the PV system
will be investigated by IESVE software through utilizing the most effective system parameters
: PV module orientation and PV panel tilt angle. Four PV orientations will be examined: γ=0
for North direction, γ=90 for East direction, γ=180 for South, and γ=0 for west direction. Eight
different tilt angles will be studied: α=0 to α=35 with an increment of 5 degree at each
calculation. Based on the findings of optimum tilt and orientation, the Platinum alsafa’t
regulation for renewable energy percentage simulation analysis was applied through IES VE
software to examine the effect on the electricity demand of the villa and analyze the potential
of solar PV system. In the second part of the report the Net Energy Use Indexes was studied to
analysis the feasibility of a for a nZEB. Finally, a scale up PV system will be studied through
Pvsyst software by designing the input parameters according to the conditions. The outcomes
will be analyzed, and economical assessment will be applied to find out the payback period of
the installed PV system.
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6.3 Results, analysis, and discussion
6.3.1 Investigation of the optimum utilization factors of the solar PV system
A key objective when installing a photovoltaic panel is to achieve the maximum energy
output and to avoid shading. To intercept the maximum sunlight, a PV panel must be positioned
so that the sun rays arrive at the panel vertically. If not, it does not produce as much power as
it could. To collect the maximum possible daily energy, one solution is to use tracking systems.
A tracker is a mechanical device that follows the direction of the sun on its daily sweep across
the sky. However, trackers are expensive and are not always applicable [19].Thus ,in many
applications, ﬁxed installations or installations where tilt angle can be adjusted manually are
used. It is clear, that in such cases maximum power production can be achieved if the optimal
values of tilt and azimuth angles can be determined.
Therefore, the optimal design need to be studied according to the installation location.
Additionally, the shading allowance of the design need to be investigated. In this report, the
most important utilization factors that can affect the solar system production were studied.

6.3.1.1 Orientation and tilt angle effects
PV systems orientation and tilt angle play a significant role in determining the solar
energy harvesting and therefore the economic value of the system. As a rule of thumb,
photovoltaic systems are usually advised to be positioned at a tilt angle approximately equal to
the latitude of the site ( α=25 according to Dubai city). However, the majority of installed solar
rooftops are considering a fixed tilt angle α=0 as a universal guidance. The solar generation
results can be improved by using two degrees of freedom, in which the design is performed by
considering both tilt angle and orientation. According to the above statement, 8 different tilt
angles, ranging from 0-35 degrees, are investigated at each of the four basic orientations to
estimate the energy harvesting capabilities of PV systems in Dubai.
The investigated PV module is assumed to be of the monocrystalline type due to its
high efficiency rates that have reached a maximum of 22.5% according to researches , its
commercial availability, space efficiency as monocrystalline panels yield the highest power
output compare to other types, therefor less space if required. In addition, it has a long-life time
span where manufacturers grant a 25 lifetime warranty in average comparatively [25].
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As discussed earlier in chapter one and according to the implemented Green House
Building Regulations in Villas, renewable energy must be generated at a specific percentage
of the actual electrical load of the building. This percentage amounts to 5% for Bronze and
Silver Sa’fa, and 10% for the Gold and Platinum. Gold and Platinum levels. Applying the
Platinum requirements in the ISE VE software analysis indicates that 40 𝑚2 of rooftop should
be covered by solar PV panels. Hence, the collected results of the optimum tilt and orientation
angles according the power generated by PV panels in kWh per year is summarized in table
(7) and figure (17) below:
TABLE7. PV ANUUAL GENERATION KWH FOR DIFFERNTE TILT AND ORIENTATIONS
PV
Gen.(kWh)
Tilt
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

Orientation
90 (East) 180 (South)
6253
6253
6228
6432
6168
6568
6076
6660
5956
6708
5810
6712
5644
6673
5461
6590

0 (North)
6253
6031
5767
5462
5121
4750
4363
3975

270 (West)
6253
6244
6199
6121
6012
5876
5717
5540

Solar Genaration (kWh)

Tilt & Inclination angles VS. Solar
Generation(kWh)
7,000
6,500
6,000

South

5,500

North

5,000

East

4,500

West

4,000
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Deg Inclination

FIGURE 17. VISUAL ANALYSIS OF PV GENERATION ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT TITLE AND
ORIENTATION ANGLES.

As per the above, the results have found that the maximum kWh that can be generated by the
PV system is equal to 6712 kWh on annual basis. In which it proves accordingly that the
optimum design in term of orientation is PV’s facing toward the south ( γ=180) and tilted by
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(α=25). Accordingly, α=25 and γ=180 will be applied during the design of the villa’s PV
system to obtain the highest generation outcome.
However, it is also necessity to investigate the possibility of going for a zero tilt angle (A
horizontal PV panel) considering the practical side in installing the panels. The chart below is
proposing the slope line of a horizontal panel installation:

Horizontal PV Panel Analysis
Solar Genaration (kWh)

7,000

6,500

South

6,000

North

5,500

East

5,000

West

4,500

Horizontal

4,000
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Deg Inclination

FIGURE 18. VISUAL ANALYSIS OF PV GENERATION ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT TITLE AND
ORIENTATION ANGLES INCLUDING HORIZONTAL ANGLE.

The graphs indicates that a horizontal PV angle can be the considered as the second best option
when considering the highest generation outcome and the first best option when considering
the particle side as a priority. The table below present the difference in annual kWh between
the tilted panel and the horizontal panel in percentages:
TABLE 8. DIFFERENCE IN KWH PERCENTAGES COMPARED TO HORIZONTAL PLANE
Angles
Percentage Difference tilted Vs.
0 angles

5
3%

10
5%

15
6%

20
7%

25
7%

30
6%

35
5%

As analyzed, a zero tilt angle that generates 6253 kWh on annual basis accounts for almost 7%
of change compared to the 25 degree tilt angle. The practicality of a zero degree angle is related
to two main benefits; first is avoiding the support stand cost of the PV panels and second is
avoiding the partial shading effect of the panels upon each other’s. However, the choice
between the optimum tilt of 25 degree and horizontal panels is based on the priority in the
design system as per discussed earlier.
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6.3.1.2

Shading

A rooftop area of 40𝑚2 , equals to 7% of the total roof area of the villa, for the PV
installation will be able to cater the expected power demand of the villa if placed in proper
location that can avoid shading.

6.3.2 Solar Generation outcome
To come up with the output solar generation, analysis has been applied via IES VE
software as per discussed above with implementing the inputs summarized below:
•

Green Building regulation applied: Platinum, Al Safaa’t

•

Rooftop PV occupied area: 40𝑚2

•

PV Tilt angle: 25C°

•

PV orientation: South facing

•

Shading: No shading assumed

Given the above inputs, a breakdown of the solar generation output for each month is
presented in the graph below:

Solar Generation outcome
700

Solar Generation (kWh)
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FIGURE 19. GRAPHICAL SOLAR GENERATION OUTCOME

As shown in the graph, the highest solar generation occurs during the summertime
between the month of May to August. A clear peak is also shown in the graph during May.
This peak can be attributed to clear skies and lower humidity this time of the year.
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To further study the solar generation outcome and its effect on the electricity
consumption of the villa, the electricity consumption of the villa and the solar generation
considered as the grid import and grid export respectively, were tabled as shown below:
TABLE 9. GRID IMPORT, EXPORT AND ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

Monthly
Platinum
Generation(kWh)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

Grid Import

3294 3474 4349 5031 6333 6969 7873 7901 7318 6103 4847 3630 67121

Grid Export

554

Net Electricity
Consumption

2739 2892 3757 4429 5672 6344 7246 7255 6684 5466 4294 3107 59885

582

592

601

662

625

627

646

634

637

553

523

The net electricity consumption resulted in 59885 kWh, which is the deduction of solar
generation from the bases grid import. The data above were plot below to show the effect of
solar generation on the consumption of the grid electricity:

Electricity consumption (kWh)

Solar Potential on Electricity Consumption
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FIGURE 20. SOLAR POTENTIAL ON ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR

To further investigate the reduction potential of solar generation on the consumption,
analysis of the percent of reduction was applied, as shown below, for each month using the
above parameters:
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TABLE 10. PERCENT REDUCTION IN ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION

Percent
reduction in
electricity
consumption

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

17%

17%

14%

12%

10%

9%

8%

8%

9%

10%

11%

14%

11%

As shown in the resulting analysis, the highest reduction occurs in winter, and the
lowest reduction occurs in summer of a lower percent of 8 in June and July although there is a
high solar outcome during the summer. This can be related to the fact that during the summer,
the demand load increases as well leaving this gap because of the rise up in the usage of the
HVAC load in such a hot weather. The results also show a total of 11% reduction in electricity
consumption for installing PV panels of the 40𝑚2 area.

6.3.3 Solar average peak shift
Looking into the peak shift of the solar effect on an average daily bases, the results
showed that a 10% reduction in average day consumption occurs due to the solar integration
for platinum. Where the highest daily average peak shift consumption in August Equal to 236
kWh as shown in the table below:
TABLE 11.AVERAGE CONSUMPTION BEFORE AND AFTER PEAK SHIFT
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Consumption of
average day

106

124

140

168

204

232

254

255

244

197

162

117

Consumption of
average day (PostPeak Shift)

90

105

123

149

184

213

235

236

224

178

144

101

The graphs below show the solar average peak shift analysis considering the average load
profile before and after the peak shift and the solar generation profile plotted for summer,
middle, and wintertime of the year:
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FIGURE 21.PEAK SHIFT ANALYSIS DURING WINTER TIME OF THE YEAR

FIGURE 22. PEAK SHIFT ANALYSIS DURING MID. TIME OF THE YEAR

FIGURE 23. PEAK SHIFT ANALYSIS DURING SUMMERTIME OF THE YEAR
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6.3.4 Solar system scale-up design (Pvsyst)
In order to increase the solar production on site, the installed area of PV panels need to
be increased. Although, the rooftop of the villa is of 325𝑚2 it cannot be fully used due to the
existence of service components such as satellite dishes, AC units , water tanks, etc.. Therefore,
the usable area of the villa rooftop needs to be assigned. According to the data granted by
Taqati, the usable area for installing the PV panels is 75 % of the total rooftop area.
Additionally, as reported by earlier studies, most of the traditional housing units are assuming
a 75% of the total usable area [26]. Hence,
0.75 ∗ 325𝑚2 = 243.75 𝑚2 ≈ 243𝑚2

…eq (5)

is the roof area available to install the maximum area of PV system in our study. To
complete the solar system design and analysis PVsyst software is used with the following input
parameters:

6.3.4.1

Input parameters & analysis

Project designation
As per identified, the solar system is designed for a villa that is located in UAE, Dubai.
Hence, the monthly metrological data used to build the hourly data will be associated with the
geographic site of Dubai city. The Metrological data base can also identify important
parameters to consider while designing the solar system such as the location radiation and dust
rates. The meteo data used in the design is the data imported by the software itself of Dubai
city using data station (7.2). Another important site dependent factors in the software that need
to be well defined are the reference temperatures for array design:

-

The lower temperature for absolute voltage limit is set at -10°C by default, but it was
changed to 0°C according to the norms of our project location.
The summer module operating temperature for minimum array operating voltage is set
at 60°C.
The winter module operating temperature, for the maximum array operating voltage is
set at 20°C.
The usual operating temperature under 1000 w/m is set at 50°C by default.
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The above reference temperatures effect the array configurations specifically the
number of modules in series. Therefore, to properly size the system the desired array
configuration needs to match with these requirements.
Orientation
The field type of the design is to be as fixed tilted plane considering the available
technologies in the market and the more economical option and as per determined and analyzed
earlier the optimum tilt and orientation is α=25 and γ=180 respectively. The setting of plane
tilt and orientation is shown as below:

FIGURE 24. TILT AND ORIENTATION OF THE DESIGN PLANE.

According to the decided tilt angle, the transposition factor (TF) that can evaluate the
gain and the loose when tilting the PV plane was equal to [27]:
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑐 )
𝐻𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝐻𝑜𝑟 )

=1.08

…eq (6)

According to the software analysis which can be acceptable given that the loss by
respect to the optimum is 0 as shown :

FIGURE 25. RESULTED DETAILS
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6.3.4.2

System Design Configuration

The system design includes PV arrays, strings, inverters connecting to the grid as shown
in the schematic diagram below:

FIGURE 26. SYSTEM DESIGN CONFIGURATION

Subarrays
The system consists of a set of sub-arrays where one array constitutes of a PV module’s
and inverter’s models (make) and inputs. PVsyst software allows up to 8 subarrays but
according to our small installation area, the design is to be consisted of one subarray.
In the system’s subarrays, additional devices can be added such as strings optimizers
or combiner boxes to combine the arrays. However, as per our design and the one subarray
there will be no need for a combiner box.
Project sizing
As per discussed, 75% of the total rooftop area will be installed by PV panels. This will
be as a main input that will be used in the software for the analysis. As shown below, the area
was used as a pre-sizing input:

FIGURE 27. RESIZING THE DESIGN WITH THE USEABLE AREA OF 243 M^2.
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PV module details
As per earlier analysis the PV module type is monocrystalline. However, in order to get
more accurate analysis, the module make and technical specifications need to be assigned.
According to our design and the inputs in the software as the area was specified earlier above,
the module WP can be chosen based on the rough estimate that the software shows 48.4 KWp
as in figure (26).
Additionally, considering connecting the solar system to DEWA grid as a Shams Dubai
application and looking into the approved list of PV modules by DEWA [28], (Canadian Solar
Inc.,CS1U - 410MS) module was chosen based on the above. The most important parameters
of the module retrieved from the technical details sheet from the manufacturer (Appendix 1) are
as below:
TABLE 12. PV MODEL DETAILS
Nominal
Power
(Wp)

410

Operatin Operatin Open
g Voltage g Current circuit
Vmpp (V) Impp (A) Voltage
VOC(V
)
44.5
9.23
53.6

Short
circuit
Current
ISC (V)
9.7

Module
Efficiency
(%)

19.9

Power
Dimensio
Temperatur ns (m^2)
e coefficient
(%/C)
-0.36

0.992W
2.078 L

Inverter details
Again, considering the planned power given 48.4 Kwp, the inverter rating was chosen
upon a close range of KWp or in some cases a reasonable ratio of nominal power is used, that
is 1.25. Taking 48.8 KW/1.25 = 38.7. Therefore, an inverter model (Sungrow, SG36KU), that
has a nominal power of 36 KW was chosen based on the above. The specifications of the
inverter model is shown below (Appendix 2):
TABLE 13. INVERTER MODEL DETAILS
Nominal
Power
(KWp)
36

Maximu
m
Operatin
g Voltage
Vmax (V)
950

Absolute
Inverter
Maximu
Efficiency
m Voltage (%)
(V)

Nominal
AC
current
(A)

Nominal
AC
Power
(KWac)

Maximu
m
AC
power
(KWac)

Maximum
AC
current
(A)

1000

43

36

40

48

98.5
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Arrays sizing
The array sizing is designed based upon the nominal power of both the PV module and
the inverter. To investigate the maximum number of modules that we can install in series, the
max operating DC voltage of the connected grid will be used which is equal to 1000 V at STC
according to DEWA’s grid limitation. The value states that residential circuits are limited to a
maximum of 1000 volts. This value will be divided upon the short circuit of the PV module at
(0℃) that can be found in the technical specifications of the PV module by the manufacturer
(Error! Reference source not found.). The calculations result as:
1000𝑉
57.5𝑉 𝑎𝑡 0℃

= 17.33 ≈ 17

…eq (7)

Therefore, in our design 17 modules will be installed in series. Now, to calculate the
number of strings in parallel, the AC output of the inverter (Appendix 2) is to divided by the
short circuit current of the module used that is:
48 𝐴
9.7 𝐴

= 4.9 ≈ 5

…eq (8)

This value indicates how well our system is oriented and how good is the sizing of the
inverter [27]. To do so the Pnom ratio need to be calculated as follows:
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑚 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦
𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑚 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟

= 0.97

…eq (9)

However, well-oriented systems ranges between 1.25 to 1.3 therefore, and to avoid
oversizing the inverter, the number of string will be changed to 6 in the software [27]: This
will result in 1.16 Pnom ratio as shown below:

FIGURE28.STRING ANALYSIS IN PVSYST SOFTWARE
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As a result, 17 x 6 =102 number of PV panels will be used. Given 0.992 x 2.078 = 2.06
𝑚2 area of the panel used a total area of 102 x 2.06 =210 𝑚2 will be used out of 243 𝑚2 usable
rooftop area. The final schematic diagram of the array sizing is shown below:

FIGURE29.SCHEMATIC ARRAY
SIZING

6.3.4.3 Losses
To evaluate the system’s performance accurately, losses part should be taken seriously to
be as close as possible to the real case scenario. The main losses that can practically affects the
system performance are as follow:
Thermal losses
Thermal behavior parameters of the field are defined as the “Array Losses”. Those
losses can highly affect electrical performances in which they can be studied by an energy
balance between ambient temperature and cell's heating up due to incident irradiance. The
losses can be expressed as the “U value” and can be split into two into a constant Uc in W/m²·k,
wind velocity factor in W/m²·k / m/s and wind as V in m/s as per below [27]:
U = Uc + Uv · v

…eq (10)

However, as per our design and in the absence of reliable measured data, the thermal
losses will be studied in accordance to the Pvsyst proposed default values which are without
the wind dependency. The default values are based on measurements of several installations.
To select the correct value, the mounting system need to be defined.
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As per our design, the modules are tilted at 25 degree and therefore free ventilation
will be existed under the panel. Thus “Free mounted modules with sir circulation” option was
selected as shown below:

FIGURE30.THERMAL LOSSES DETAILS

As shown, for free mounted systems that include air circulation the below parameters are used:
Uc = 29 W/m²·k,

Uv = 0 W/m²·k / m/s

Hence, the thermal loss of our design is counted as U= Uc = 29 W/m²·k.

Ohmic losses
Ohmic losses are defined by the losses that are induced by the ohmic resistance of the
wiring circuit between the power available from the modules and the power at the terminals of
the sub-array. Therefore, the ohmic losses occurs in two sides as DC and AC losses:
1.DC ohmic losses:
Can be specified by two options through the analysis software. Either by a global wiring
resistance calculation that is based upon design inputs of wiring details or by a default value of
loss fraction at STC. To get more realistic results, wiring details calculation option will be
applied. A total of 46.7 ohm was calculated by the software based on the imported deign inputs.
To illustrate, in our design, 17 modules will be wired in series of one of total 6 parallel strings.
The average length and cable sections need to be specified to obtain the software
calculation. The inputs and the assumption are as follows:
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FIGURE31.WIRING LAYOUTS INPUTS

As shown, for the string module connection average length is chosen to be 50m/circuit
and considered upon the assumption of the longest string in our design while the cable section
depends in the PV module and they are usually comes with 6mm² or 4mm² as in the PV market.
Considering that, as we decrease the cross section, the cable ruins decreased and therefore, the
cost of the design wiring will drop, the smaller choice of module cross section was chosen.
Next is the main box to inverter details that can be considered as module to inverter and
assumed as 10 m²·on the roof.
Looking into the cross section wiring , the calculation will be based on the voltage
short circuits that is 57.7 which can be considered as the breaker value if the system and
according to DEWA standards and regulations for a 57.7 breaker that is 63A breaker as per the
regulations, 25mm² cable section is applied (Appendix 3). The MPP loss fraction at STC resulted
is 0.3%. Accordingly, the DC ohmic losses is calculated as 46.7 ohm as discussed above and
is summarized below:

FIGURE32.DC OHMIC LOSSES
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2.AC ohmic losses:
The AC ohmic losses are counted as the distance between the inverter output side and
the injection point which can be considered in our design as the common point of solar
connection.
Assuming we are installing the inverter on the roof and the solar point of connection
is existed in the ground floor main distribution board (MDB) of the villa, the distance in
between is assumed as 20m. The cross section will be the same 25mm² as discussed and
calculated above according to the size breaker and DEWA grid regulations. Based on the input
values of assumptions and calculations, a default initial value loss fractions are calculated at
STC. Therefore, the inputs of the AC wiring losses are as summarized below:

FIGURE33.AC OHMIC LOSSES

Module quality, Light induced degradation, and mismatch losses:
In this part, most of the calculations is as per the PV module specification sheet so default
values will be applied as the system extract the needed data automatically according to the PV
module used. To illustrate below:

-

Module quality: Defined by the module efficiency loss fraction that can present the real
module performance with the respect to the given manufacturer’s specifications. This
deviation value is given as 3%.

-

Light induced degradation (LID): Given by LID loss factor of 2% and considered as
the degradation of crystalline silicon modules in the first operational hours with the
respect to the manufacturing test of STC values.
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-

Module mismatch losses: Represented as 2.5% which is mainly ranges between 2-2.5%
for PV modules and occurs when the string or the cell of the lowest current drives the
current of the rest of the strings or cell.

Soiling loss:
Considering the dusty weather in Dubai, soiling loss is very important to consider in the
loss’s analysis. However, its effect on the system performance is an uncertainty where its
according to the weather and how frequently cleaning is applied. For a fair frequently cleaning
assumed as once in a week a 3% yearly loss factor is applicable.
Incident angle model:
Corresponds to the drop of the irradiance received by the PV cell's surface. In this section,
a default parametrization model needs to be selected for a default calculations. According to
our design ASHARE model was selected being a proper and the closest model for our analysis.

FIGURE34.INCIDENCE ANGLE MODELS

6.3.4.4

Shading

In a real case scenario, the solar production can be affected by the shading of objects
although they are mounted in a rooftop. The shading can be casted from the structural
component of the building itself such as: The boundary wall, stairwells, atrium shaft walls and
elevator shafts. Service components can also cast shade such as: water tanks, and AC units
having a typical respective height of 2m and 1.5m respectively.
In other cases, scenarios where a full rooftop or larger areas need, be installed by PV
panels, the panels are to be placed on a levelled raised canopy raised in order to avoid reduction
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in PV power production. The mounted PV’s can be raised above 100 cm height at least, to
avoid overshadowing, and at the same time, it should not exceed the 180 cm height, to avoid
the impact of wind forces. The suggested clearance height is 180 cm, to allow the PV panels
to cover the AC compressor units on the roof, near the balustrade, and give enough room for
under-panel and compressors maintenance. It will also permit the air to circulate and provide
natural convective cooling for the equipment [29].
However, according to out design the occupied area accounts for 210m² out of 235m²
total rooftop area, therefore the PV panels can be placed in a proper place away from the service
components and to avoid the cost, time and labor efforts of the mounting PV structure.
Additionally, considering a residential villa in Dubai, the location will therefore according to
Dubai residential zoning and therefore the shading from other higher building will be absent.
Given the above consideration of our design, no shading scene is defined in the analysis
software.

6.3.5 Design simulation results & potential
According to the design specifications and inputs as per studied above, simulation
results were obtained for the proposed monocrystalline photovoltaic system modeled in PVsyst
software. The main design simulation results included main produced energy, specific
production, performance ration and losses results.

6.3.5.1

Main simulation results

The main produced energy is the total amount of energy produced in the system
annually which can be defined as produced energy and its resulted as 72,020 kWh/year.
Secondly, is the annual specific production per installed 41.8 kWp results in 1722
kWh/kWp/year. Apart from this, simulation results in balances and system variables such as
global horizontal irradiance of 2007.9 kWh/m², ambient average temperature of 28.06C֠ , global
irradiance on collector plan 2156.2 kWh/m², and global effective irradiance that is the
irradiance post considering soiling losses of 2032.6 kWh/m².
Additionally, energy production on annual basis of DC side of the array of 74,466 kWh,
and energy injected in the grid considering factors such as losses, system and equipment’s
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efficiencies of 72,016 kWh as energy produced in the PV array (DC side) is always less than
the energy injected to the grid where DC energy need to be converted into AC energy in order
to feed the grid. During this, some part of the energy is lost due to inverter efficiency and AC
wiring losses. The results are shown as below:
TABLE 14. SYSTEM VARIABLES

The designed PV system injected higher energy to the grid in May with an amount of
6791 kWh. The least amount of AC energy that is injected into grid is 5222 kWh , which is in
December.

6.3.5.2 Normalized Production outcome
The simulation study results in normalized results that includes collection losses,
system losses and produced useful energy, per installed kWp/day. As shown in the chart below:

FIGURE35. SIMULATION NORMALIZED OUTCOME
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Those normalized productions outputs are defined as per the IEC norms [30] by the
simulation software. The outputs are defined as below:
Lc : The Collection losses or the PV array capture losses i.e. 1.03 kWh/kWp/day.
Ls: The system loss i.e. 0.16 kWh/kWp/day.
Yf: The produced useful energy i.e. 4.72 kWh/kWp/day.

6.3.5.3

Performance Ratio

Performance ratio is a quality factor for any PV design that can indicate how efficient
and reliable the system is. The ratio takes into account factors such as temperature and
irradiance. The closer the ratio gets to 100 the more efficient is the PV system operating [31].
The performance ratio of the system resulted in 79.9%. As shown below for each month:

FIGURE36.PERFORMANCE RATIO
/MONTH
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6.3.6 Economic assessment
The economic analysis are as important as the solar production analysis in the PV
design system to ensure the system affordability and reliability. In this section, the consumption
profile will be analyzed, and the proposed Feed-in tariff will be discussed and defined based
on the villa power demand and the solar PV panels power generation output. The analysis
includes the installation cost as the initial investments, and the savings discussions, in addition
to the payback period estimations.

6.3.6.1 Feed-in Tariff of UAE electricity
In Dubai, there are four different rates for electricity prices that increases progressively
with the electricity consumption increment. In the monthly bill, the fuel surcharge will also be
calculated based in the villa’s consumption that is in fils per kWh. This surcharge is based on
DEWA’s increase and decrease of fuel prices that are supplied to DEWA’s plant of generation
fields. The last UpToDate electricity fuel surcharge is 6.5 fils/kWh [32].
Regarding the solar electricity generation billing rates the Feed-in tariffs are paid at a
certain rate of 28 fils/kWh [32]. The table below presents that electricity slab rate per kWh
consumption of electricity for residential buildings as per DEWA:

FIGURE37.ELECTRICITY TARIFF OF RESIDENTIAL/ COMMERCIAL AS PER DUBAI ELECTRICITY AND
WATER AUTHORITY.
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6.3.6.2 Design Installation Cost
The design installation cost can be considered as the initial investment of the PV
system. It varies from system to another as it depends on the system design configurations,
sizing, equipment used, available services suppliers and also the location of the project.
The PV panels pricing is represented as AED per watt. Considering the PV model used
in our design “ Canadian Solar Inc.,CS1U - 410MS”, the cost of the module is 0.3 USD/Watt
which accounts for 1.1AED/ Watt [33]. Hence, for a 410 Watt rated power, one module will
cost:
1.1 x 410 = 451 AED / Module

…eq (11)

The total cost of the PV panels given that we have a total of 102 modules used will be equal
to:
451 AED x 102 (number of modules) =46002 AED

…eq (12)

Another important cost that need to be considered is the support stand of the modules
where crystalline panels requires a support stand. The support stand is assumed to cost 300AED
/ module according to the market. The total cost of the modules stand will equal to:
300AED x 102 (number of modules) =30600 AED

…eq (13)

Looking into the inverter used in our design (Sungrow, SG36KU) that cost 2688 USD
[34], accounts for 9878 AED, as one inverter is used in the design. Wiring cost need to be
included also in solar economic assessment. A roughly estimation cost of 4500 AED is
assumed. Installations and service providers cost is counted for the labor services and time of
system installation. The cost can be estimated of 5000AED.
Adding up the above components the total estimated installation cost is 95980 AED.
The total installation cost is summarized below:
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TABLE 15. INSTALLATION COST
Item

Cost (AED)

PV price / module

451

Support stand / module

300

Total PV panels

46002

Total support

30600

Inverter

9878

Wiring

4500

Installations and service providers

5000

Total Cost

95980

6.3.6.3 Cost & savings analysis
The electricity cost of grid import is the cost of the electricity production based on
DEWA’s Feed-in Tariff as per discussed earlier [32]. Upon that, the monthly cost of electricity
was calculated by applying the below function in excel analysis:
= (IF(kWh<2000,kwh*0.23,0)+IF(2000<kWh<4000,(2000*0.23+(kwh-2000)*0.28),0)+
IF(4000<kwh<6000,(2000*0.23+2000*0.28+(kwh-4000)*0.32),0)+IF(kwh>6000,(2000
*0.23+2000*0.28+2000*0.32+(kwh-6000)*0.38),0)+kwh*0.065) …eq (14)
The grid export cost is the cost of the solar generation and can be considered as savings.
The savings of solar generation will be calculated at a flat rate as per discussed earlier upon the
regulations as = kWh*0.28. By applying the above operations, the grid import and export cost
results are summarized below:
TABLE 16. ELECTRICITY COST (AED) PER MONTH
Electricity
cost (AED)/
Jan
month

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Nov

Dec

Total

GridImport 214

226

283

327

2,198 2,481 2,883 2,896 2,636 2,096 315

236

16,792

GridExport

1484

1624

1736

1876

1456

19,992

1512

Net Cost of (1,298) (1,258) (1,341) (1,409) 322
energy

Jun

Jul

Aug

1792

Sep

1764

1680

1764

717

1,203 1,104 872

Oct

1764

1540

332

(1,225) (1,220) (3,200)
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The grid import cost of the year resulted in 16792 AED considering a saving of 19992
AED that accounts of 16% of the grid import cost. The net cost of energy is basically how
much the building owner will pay for the electricity bill at each month considering the savings
outcome of the solar generation. The below plot shows the graphical analysis of the grid
electricity.

Grid Electricity Cost Analysis
4,000

Cost ( AED)

3,000
2,000
1,000
(1,000)

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

(2,000)
Electricity cost of Grid Import (AED)
Electricity cost of Grid Export (Solar Generation) - (AED) (savings)
Net Cost of energy (AED)

FIGURE37.GRID ELECTRICITY COST ANALYSIS

6.3.6.4 Payback period
The savings amount resulted will be used to evaluate the PV system payback period.
Assuming that PV system costs has been paid in the first year of the installation where it has
cost a total rough estimate of 95980 AED as per analyzed earlier, the payback period resulted
is 5 years and is calculated as per the following:

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

95980

Payback period=𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ( 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠) = 19992 ≈ 5 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 …eq (15)
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6.3.7 Assessment of Renewable Energy Fraction ( Solar energy ) and Net
Energy Use Index for a nZEB
As per defined and discussed in chapter one, the indication factors of EPI, EUI, RE and
nEUI paves the way for the nZEB study approximations. According to that, those factors have
been assessed considering the PV system inputs and parameters. The results obtained by
applying the Platinum Safaa’t regulation that states that 10% of the total building consumption
need to be from renewable energy ( Solar energy) which conduct that 40m² is occupied by PV
panels of 6.88 kWp capacity were used to obtain these indication factors as found below:
•

Energy Produced Index (EPI):
EPI =

•

Total annual energy consumed (kWh) 67121
= 443
GFA (m2 )

= 151 kWh/ m² /year

…eq (17)

Renewable Energy Fraction (RE):
EPI

RE = EUI =
•

= 16.3 kWh/ m²/year …eq (16)

Energy Use Index (EUI)-:
EUI =

•

Total annual Renewable energy produced on−site (kWh) 7236
= 443
GFA (m2 )

16.3
151

…eq (18)

= 11%

Net Energy Use Index (nEUI):

nEUI =

net energy consumed on−site from non−renewable energy (kWh)
GFA (m2 )

..eq (19)

= EUI − EPI = 135

Given that according to UAE the EUI for nZEB ranges between 50-100 kWh/ m² /year,
the solar energy portion effect on nZEB need to be studied. Below, the nZEB potential was
studied according to different percentages of on-site Solar energy:
<10% On-site Renewable Energy
nEUI =

net energy consumed on−site from non−renewable energy (kWh)
GFA (m2 )

=

67121∗(1−0.1 )
443

= 136

<35% On-site Renewable Energy
nEUI =

net energy consumed on−site from non−renewable energy (kWh)
GFA (m2 )

=

67121∗(1−0.35 )
443

= 98.3
74

<66% On-site Renewable Energy
nEUI =

net energy consumed on−site from non−renewable energy (kWh)
GFA (m2 )

=

67121∗(1−0.66 )
443

= 51.54

By studying the above percentages and outcomes its analyzed that for the building to be nearly
zero energy building, the onsite renewable energy percentage must fall roughly between 34%
to 56%. Given that applying Platinum Al safaa’t regulation amend 40m² of solar occupied area,
the below rational calculations were done to indicate the range of occupied area accordingly:
For 34% On-site Renewable Energy:
40

𝑥

40∗34%

= 34% ; x=
10%

10%

= 134 𝑚2

…eq (20)

For 56% On-site Renewable Energy:
40
10%

𝑥

40∗56%

= 56% ; x=

10%

= 224 𝑚2

…eq (21)

The calculations suggest a rough range of 134𝑚2 to 224 𝑚2 of PV occupied area,
which consequently suggest to scale up the PV design in order to have a higher on-site solar
energy ratio within the range that will ensure a nearly zero energy building. The scaleup PV
design applied earlier above by PVsyst utilize a total of 210 m² and counts of 52 percentage of
solar share as per the analysis:
210
𝑥

40

210∗10%

= 10% x=

40

= 0.52 = 52%

…eq (22)

Hence, the scaleup design applied for the villa to ensure nZEB in term of solar
percentage share. This implicate that although the EGBC identified parameters contribute
effectively to assess nZEB in some areas, the percentage of on-site renewable energy is
suggested to be higher, in order to furtherly get closer to applying a nZEB. However, the range
of suggested solar share percentage is dependent on different factors including the total gross
area of the building and the PV occupied area that is consequently dependent on the PV module
used and therefore the design inputs of array sizing and capacity. Hence, when designing the
PV system, one should consider the occupied area that will result in solar percentage share that
falls between the suggested range coming out of nZEB indicators calculations.
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6.4 Chapter Conclusion
PV systems integrated into residential buildings is one of the main technologies that
can take substantial part in achieving the set targets of UAE’s clean energy vision since solar
energy is the most abundant available renewable resource in the country. However, small-scale
PV integrated systems has been overlooked focusing mainly on larger projects and
powerplants. This chapter explored the prospects of solar PV utilization on small residential
building rooftop by concluding key results that can be categorized under five areas: building
solar generation outcome, solar average daily peak shift, step-by-step solar system design
process through analysis software, economics of PV system and assessment of solar energy
share for nZEB.
Using IESVE and considering the Platinum level of Green Building regulation Al
safaa’t, the highest solar harvesting is shown to occur in May due to the high average of peak
sun hours and clear weather during this time of the year. In addition, the study has found that
a total of 11% reduction in annual electricity consumption can be achieved with the highest
percent reduction occurring in winter. The summer percent reduction is lower although there
is a high solar outcome due to the high demand load for the HVAC in summer. In terms of the
average daily consumption, the results showed a 10% reduction in average day consumption
occurs due to the solar integration for the platinum configuration.
Through designing a full scaled up PV system for the villa through PVsyst analysis
software, the total usable building rooftop area in the study zone, has been found to be 243𝑚2
( Refer Eq.:5 )of which 210 𝑚2 has been covered by PV panels as per calculated earlier ( Refer
Pg.:58 ), considering the array sizing and PV panel area. In terms of output, the modeling of
PV panels with tilt angle of 25C° facing south direction results in a net annual output of 72.02
MWh/year and per installed 41.8 kWp for the villa PV system. The performance ration of the
design resulted in 79.9% which can be satisfactory as the closer the ratio gets to 100 the more
efficient is the PV system operating.
Findings of the economic analysis reveal that the PV designed system have saved up to
19992 AED which accounts of 16% of the grid import cost and delivered a payback period of
5 years.
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Additionally, the chapter examined the feasibility of the Platinum Al safaa’t solar share
regulation. It was found that the 10% share of renewable energy (solar energy) is not sufficient
to push the villa to nZEB. This suggest that the percentage of on-site renewable energy is to be
higher, in order to ensure a nZEB in which it consequently indicated the need for a scaled up
PV system. Additionally, the percentage range of the onsite renewable energy share was and
analyzed and found that it can be effected by different factors such as: total gross area of the
building, PV occupied area, and PV module used and therefore array sizing and system
capacity. This suggests that when designing the PV system, the occupied area that will result
in solar percentage share that falls between the suggested range coming out of nZEB indicators
calculations should be studied and considered.
The PV system analyzed in this study showed a good energy performance that implies
that small-scale roof mounted PV systems in UAE are reliable and variable and can provide
significant power and savings benefits compared to conventional power plants.
The progressive PV system design presented through the software can be suitable for
academic campus to demonstrate how a grid tied PV system can be design in a basic way
according to the given data and considering the villa’s characteristics.
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7 Section 3 – Building End Use Consumption Analysis.
Introduction:
The building end use consumption analysis is usually conducted to understand its performance and
target and resolve high consumption avenues. During an energy audit, consumption breakdowns are
estimated and are used as a starting point for exploring energy reduction solutions. Using the IES
modeling, the consumption data of various End-Uses were simulated. The consumption data was
obtained under the four codes and a base model mentioned in section one of this report. Furthermore,
three more operation and loading patterns were fed to obtain more consumption profiles and diversify
the studied sample.
This chapter analyzes these datapoints with three objectives:
•

To conduct a Load Profile Analysis of the simulated data.

•

To develop a statistical model for the HVAC consumption for villas, using 8 sample
consumption sets (4 codes + 1 base case + 3 non code) and 9 actual consumption datasets.

•

To arrive at a simple correlation for the weather dependent HVAC load.

“Whole-building electric load” is the total electrical power of a building at a given moment. The
load changes with time in response to changes in lighting levels; heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) requirements; and other end uses. The curve that represents load as a function of
time, called the “load curve,” can often yield useful information. For our analysis, we generated hourly
load data by simulating a residential dwelling (villa) using IES-VE software. The output was
instantaneous loads at a one-hour interval for the total building, as well as for each end use. [35]
The energy consumption in residential dwellings can be divided into three end-uses – Heating
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), Lighting and Appliances & Equipment consumption. The
HVAC consumption is due to the Air Conditioning and ventilation loads which serve the dwellings.
these include compressors (outdoor units), fan coil units (indoor units) and exhaust fans which support
ventilation. Understanding these loads is critical for improving building performance further. The
building consumption profiles were developed using Tableau. Tableau, with its strong data visualization
options helps us better understand the performances of the building by graphically presenting the
consumption data.
For developing the statistical model to calculate the HVAC consumption, a Linear regression
model was developed between the building total consumption and ambient temperature (represented by
the Cooling Degree Days). The initial Load profile analysis will also lay the groundwork for better
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understanding the types of load in the villa and hence help us in the development of the segregation
equation.
At a utility level, understanding the end-use consumption on a consumer sectoral level, is a
critical input for the Load Research and planning studies. Currently, the utilities employ various
methods of estimating these sectoral end-use consumptions, from conducting field energy audits to
using statistical models to estimate the consumptions
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7.1 Literature review.
Weather based modeling of consumption data is not a new concept, but majority of the researches
focus on electricity consumption in the cooler regions. A growing literature documents short-term
household energy responsiveness to temperature changes, but much of this is based on data from the
U.S. and Europe. Berkouwer (2019) has thoroughly researched the numerous approaches used to assess
electricity consumption in the western, cooler region, namely U.S and Europe. Consumption data has
been long assessed by inspecting and analysing results from weather-based modelling [36]. To begin
with, according to Engle et. al (1986) several U.S. states as the like of Missouri, Georgia, Connecticut,
and Washington statistics from utilities had undergone many nonparametric and semiparametric
modelling [37].
Even more, hourly domestic electricity consumption has been deliberated by Auffhammer et
al. (2016), Aroonruengsawat and Auffhammer (2011), Deschenes and Greenstone (2011), and Crowley
and Joutz (2003) with a conclusion that consumption and climate change are closely related, wherein
the later presents a strain on the first. A U-shape defines the response function relative to the residential
electricity along with temperature; in other words, as electric heaters are used intensively at very low
temperatures and vice versa [38] [39] [40] [41]. Due to topographical variation, Wang and Chen (2014)
along with Petri and Claderia (2015) have concluded that by 2080 many cities would face either a net
increase or decrease in source energy use mainly for heating and cooling purposes [42] [43].
Additionally in Europe, Wenz et al. (2017) has studied the fluctuation in temperature response functions
through 35 countries respective to temperature and electricity load data [44].
In hot climates as the like of Delhi, Shah et al. (2015) has used engineering models to compute
that air conditioning does actually account up to 60% of the overall load, especially on peak summer
days, and up to 30% in comparably warm climates like California [45]. Berkouwer (2019) has
elaborated much on the above-mentioned studies and actually deployed regression analysis to create a
statistical model including monthly energy and monthly cooling degree-days. Accordingly, chose this
type of analysis due to its ease of implementation, reasonable prediction competency along with having
a minimal demanding computational power.
In this chapter we will first establish the basics of linear regression and CDD. We will then
analyze the load profiles, from the simulated data and move on to develop the regression model between
consumption and CDD to find of the factor of the base consumption of the building which is HVAC
consumption and finally with develop the equation to find the HVAC consumption in Villas, for Dubai.
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7.2 Simple linear regression [46]
The univariate linear regression analysis attempts to model the relationship among variables by fitting
a linear equation to the data. It should be understood that a relationship among a dependent variable
and a independent variable does not necessarily imply that the independent variable causes the response
variable, but that there is some significant association between the two variables.
There are two main types of regression analysis techniques that are used accordingly with the
complexity of the relationship among variables, the simple linear regression, and the multiple linear
regression. In this section linear regression approaches are discussed based on the classification shown
in the below figure, which also summarizes the equations associated to each approach.

FIGURE 1: TYPES OF LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS
Simple linear regression
The simple linear regression has an equation of the form:

…eq (23)
where Y is the dependent variable, X is the independent variable, β0 and β1 are the regression
coefficients or regression parameters, and ε is an error to account for the discrepancy between predicted
data. from Eq. and the observed data. The predicted value form of Eq. is

…eq (24)
where ^Y is the fitted or predicted value and ^β are estimates of the regression coefficients.
The difference between fitted and predicted values is that the fitted value refers to the case
where the values used for the independent variable corresponds to one on the n observations of the
observed data used to find ^β, but the predicted values are obtained for any set of values of the
independent variables different to the observed data.
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7.3 Cooling Degree days [47]
Cooling degree-days (CDD) are defined as the sum of positive differences between outdoor air
temperature To and reference temperature Tb over a certain time period:
CDD =Σ(To −Tb ).

…eq (25)

Reference temperature, also called base temperature, represents the building’s balance point, i.e. the
maximum outside temperature at which no cooling is required to maintain the thermal comfort inside
the building. The balance point temperature depends on the building’s characteristics (thermal mass,
orientation, etc.), internal (people, lights, appliances and equipment) and external (through structure,
fenestration, infiltration) heat gains as well as on the set indoor temperature and, is as such, specific for
each building, so the base temperature should be determined for each building separately as proposed
by Day et al. [48] rather than using standard published values (e.g. 15.5 °C in UK and 18.3°C in USA).
Since heat gains and internal temperature vary throughout the cooling season and even during the day,
the main difficulty with applying cooling degree days to building energy use lies in how to define the
base temperature.
From a strictly mathematical viewpoint cooling degree days are a time integral of temperature
differences between a defined base temperature and outside air temperatures above it. Hence only the
positive area between the outdoor temperature curve and the base temperature line is considered the
below figure.

FIGURE 44: REPRESENTATION OF DAILY TEMPERATURE T0 AND BASE TEMPERATURE TB

The calculation procedures for CDD differ in the quality of used weather data (i.e. temperature).
When hourly temperature data is available CDD can be calculated simply by subtracting the base
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temperature Tb from hourly outside air temperatures To-i and by averaging the sum of positive hourly
differences, which are called cooling degree hours (CDH) analogously to cooling degree days, over the
day:

…eq (26)
The simplest technique for calculating cooling degree days is to calculate CDD from the mean
daily temperature. This method is mathematically less accurate than the above mentioned mean cooling
degree hours method (MCDH) because it considers only days with an average daily temperature higher
than the base temperature. In practice this means that when calculating CDD with the same base
temperature the mean daily temperature method (MDT) would produce less cooling degree days than
the MCDH method for the same period since it would leave out some days.
With basics of CDD and linear regression covered, we will proceed to developing the regression
models and identifying the Weather Dependent and Independent consumptions.
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0
Mon, January 01, 2018 00:00
Fri, January 05, 2018 00:00
Tue, January 09, 2018 00:00
Sat, January 13, 2018 00:00
Wed, January 17, 2018 00:00
Sun, January 21, 2018 00:00
Thu, January 25, 2018 00:00
Mon, January 29, 2018 00:00
Fri, February 02, 2018 00:00
Tue, February 06, 2018 00:00
Sat, February 10, 2018 00:00
Wed, February 14, 2018 00:00
Sun, February 18, 2018 00:00
Thu, February 22, 2018 00:00
Mon, February 26, 2018 00:00
Fri, March 02, 2018 00:00
Tue, March 06, 2018 00:00
Sat, March 10, 2018 00:00
Wed, March 14, 2018 00:00
Sun, March 18, 2018 00:00
Thu, March 22, 2018 00:00
Mon, March 26, 2018 00:00
Fri, March 30, 2018 00:00
Tue, April 03, 2018 00:00
Sat, April 07, 2018 00:00
Wed, April 11, 2018 00:00
Sun, April 15, 2018 00:00
Thu, April 19, 2018 00:00
Mon, April 23, 2018 00:00
Fri, April 27, 2018 00:00
Tue, May 01, 2018 00:00
Sat, May 05, 2018 00:00
Wed, May 09, 2018 00:00
Sun, May 13, 2018 00:00
Thu, May 17, 2018 00:00
Mon, May 21, 2018 00:00
Fri, May 25, 2018 00:00
Tue, May 29, 2018 00:00
Sat, June 02, 2018 00:00
Wed, June 06, 2018 00:00
Sun, June 10, 2018 00:00
Thu, June 14, 2018 00:00
Mon, June 18, 2018 00:00
Fri, June 22, 2018 00:00
Tue, June 26, 2018 00:00
Sat, June 30, 2018 00:00
Wed, July 04, 2018 00:00
Sun, July 08, 2018 00:00
Thu, July 12, 2018 00:00
Mon, July 16, 2018 00:00
Fri, July 20, 2018 00:00
Tue, July 24, 2018 00:00
Sat, July 28, 2018 00:00
Wed, August 01, 2018 00:00
Sun, August 05, 2018 00:00
Thu, August 09, 2018 00:00
Mon, August 13, 2018 00:00
Fri, August 17, 2018 00:00
Tue, August 21, 2018 00:00
Sat, August 25, 2018 00:00
Wed, August 29, 2018 00:00
Sun, September 02, 2018 00:00
Thu, September 06, 2018 00:00
Mon, September 10, 2018 00:00
Fri, September 14, 2018 00:00
Tue, September 18, 2018 00:00
Sat, September 22, 2018 00:00
Wed, September 26, 2018 00:00
Sun, September 30, 2018 00:00
Thu, October 04, 2018 00:00
Mon, October 08, 2018 00:00
Fri, October 12, 2018 00:00
Tue, October 16, 2018 00:00
Sat, October 20, 2018 00:00
Wed, October 24, 2018 00:00
Sun, October 28, 2018 00:00
Thu, November 01, 2018 00:00
Mon, November 05, 2018 00:00
Fri, November 09, 2018 00:00
Tue, November 13, 2018 00:00
Sat, November 17, 2018 00:00
Wed, November 21, 2018 00:00
Sun, November 25, 2018 00:00
Thu, November 29, 2018 00:00
Mon, December 03, 2018 00:00
Fri, December 07, 2018 00:00
Tue, December 11, 2018 00:00
Sat, December 15, 2018 00:00
Wed, December 19, 2018 00:00
Sun, December 23, 2018 00:00
Thu, December 27, 2018 00:00
Mon, December 31, 2018 00:00

7.4 Load Profile Analysis of the consumption pattern for 4 coded
buildings.

Using IES-VE, we have simulated a villa using four building codes, namely – D66, DGBR, AlSa’fat –

Bronze and Al Sa’fat – Platinum (as discussed in section one). From the simulations, we obtained the

annual load profile of the villas at hourly interval. Load profile of annual hourly interval data of

simulated instantaneous loads for D66 has been discussed below as an example. The y axis plots hours

f the day for the year.
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FIGURE 37: LOAD PROFILE OF D66 SIMULATION - 1 HOUR INTERVAL DATA

To better understand the performance of the simulated buildings, average day profiles were developed

for every building code. The average day profiles help us to understand the operational behavior of the

buildings and the effect of various codes on the consumption.
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7.4.1 Average Day profiles
Average day load profiles are load profiles plotted using average load calculated for each hour
of the day for a particular period. For example, the average day profile for the whole year will be
developed by first averaging the load data at every hour and then plotting the average data on the 24
hour plot.
In the analysis, we have developed:
•

Annual Average Day Profile

•

Seasonal Average Profile
o

Summer Average Day Profile

o

Mid Average Day Profile

o

Winter Average Day Profile

Upon plotting the profiles, behavior of the building simulated using different codes can be
studied. Furthermore, the load profiles also validate the simulation inputs which were used for
simulation in the IES software.
Annual Average Day Load Profile
The annual average day load profile for the simulated buildings is discussed below.

FIGURE 38: AVERAGE DAY LOAD PROFILE - ANNUAL LEVEL
From the load profiles, it can be observed that average instantaneous load in the afternoon for
the base case building is much higher than that for coded building. This implies that the coded buildings
perform well thermally than non-coded buildings. Moreover, the spikes in the morning and the later
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evenings are also observed throughout all simulated results; these coincide with the water heater
switching ON in the morning and the lighting & plug loads switching on in the evening.
Even amongst the coded buildings, it can be clearly noted that the instantaneous average load
for D66 is the highest in magnitude (line represented in yellow). This is followed by the average day
load curve of DGBR (blue) then AlSafaat Bronze and finally AlSafaat Platinum (brown and red). This
indicates how the thermal as well as operational performance of the building improves with more
stringent code. The thermal load’s better performance can be attributed to a higher U Value requirement,
for the envelope, as well as better HVAC equipment minimum efficiency requirements. Furthermore,
the lower average instantaneous loads in coded buildings are also attributed to the use of more efficient
lighting technologies resulting in lower lighting power density and lower consumptions.
On an annual basis, the performance is clear, but does not paint the entire picture. As discussed
in the earlier chapters, the actual savings come in the summer months, hence is essential to understand
the seasonal performance of the building.
Seasonal Average Day Profile
The seasonal load profiles paint a more complete picture of the building performance. To study the
seasonality, the seasons for analysis have been defined below –
•

Winter – December, January, and February.

•

Mid – March, April, May, and November.

•

Summer – June, July, August, September, and October.

The below figure discusses the seasonality, over the ambient temperature plot of the year.

FIGURE 39: ANNUAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE
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In the above chart, summer season is highlighted by red box, the mid-season is highlighted by brown
boxes while the winter season is highlighted by blue boxes. The seasonality is studied by analyzing the
load profiles of the three seasons. Average Day load profile for the three seasons are discussed below.
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FIGURE 40: WINTER, MID AND SUMMER SEASON AVERAGE DAY PROFILES.
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From the above load profiles, it can be seen that as the seasons become hotter, the average day
load profiles (load curves) become more unsegregated and spaced out. The base case load profile (in
yellow) is much higher in magnitude, w.r.t the load profiles of Al Sa’fat platinum and bronze simulation.
This is due to more effect of ambient thermal load on the building. Another observation is that
in winter period, the average day load profile is the same shape for all the codes, while in summer the
average day load profile for platinum is much lower in magnitude than the average day load profile of
D66. This is due to the above established point of better thermal performance of the Al Sa’fat coded
buildings. The seasonal load profiles analysis also gives the reason of low energy consumption saving
in winter season, of the stingingly coded buildings w.r.t non-coded or generic buildings, as discussed
in the results of section one.
To summarize and see the stark difference in the performance, the month wise average day load
profiles for an un-coded building (base case) and an Alsafaat-Platinum coded building have been
discussed below. Average day load profile of every month is represented by a color.

FIGURE 41: AVERAGE DAY PROFILE FOR BASE CASE - MONTHLY

FIGURE 42: AVERAGE DAY PROFILE FOR AL- SA’FAT PLATINUM - MONTHLY
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From the above graphs, there is a significant change in the average day load profiles of an Al
Sa’fat – platinum coded building (bottom), w.r.t a non-coded building (top). The significantly visible
change in the load profiles (shape and magnitude) occurs during the mid-day.
This change is more prominent in the summer months, than in the winter months. The time of
year and the time of day coincide with the hotter durations, i.e. the periods where the environmental
thermal load is high. During this time, the major end-use which is significant is HVAC. The coded
buildings have stringent guidelines to improve the HVAC system performance, as well as the building
thermal performance. This improved performance can be seen the above two graphs.
The daily operation of the other End-Uses, i.e. lighting and equipment load, fairly stays constant
throughout the year, as this load is not at all weather dependent. The stark difference can be further
seen in the HVAC average day load profiles, which are discussed below.

FIGURE 43: AVERAGE DAY PROFILE HVAC LOAD CODE-WISE
From the profile, it is visible that the curve of HVAC load profile for the coded buildings is
much lower that the code of the non-coded building. The flattened HVAC curve of the coded building
(w.r.t non-coded building) also indicates to a better thermal performance of the coded buildings.
Furthermore, it aligns with the HVAC savings of about 38% in platinum case w.r.t base case, established
in the first section
The average day load profile analysis helped us to understand the building performance and
behavior in various periods of the year as well as for various codes. The effect of stringent norms for
systems efficiency as well as building envelope parameters, can be clearly seen on the average day
profile. The average day profiles also help validate the simulation results as they confirm to the input
operations patterns.
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7.5 Statistical model to get the HVAC consumption for villas
7.5.1 Methodology for developing the statistical model.
The analysis has been conducted on the consumption data generated from conducting our simulations.
For analysis purposes and development of equation for finding the HVAC consumption in villas, 8
simulated consumption data sets have been used, the details of these are mentioned below:
•

Consumption data of simulated villa using generic inputs, not adhering to any local codes. This
simulation has been considered as “base case simulation” in previous chapters.

•

Consumption data of simulated villa using Decree 66 defined code.

•

Consumption data of simulated villa using Dubai Green Building Regulation defined code.

•

Consumption data of simulated two villas using AlSafaat – Silver & Platinum specifications
respectively.

•

Consumption data of simulated three villa using different operation patterns and inputs.

Keeping in mind the objective of the paper, to develop the equation, we will follow the following steps:
1. Step – 1: we will carry out simple linear regression between the monthly consumption and
monthly CDD values calculated at various base temperatures.
2. Step – 2: we will select the best fit model based on the evaluation of the regression constants
and other parameters.
3. Step – 3: we will calculate the weather dependent consumption and weather independent
consumptions from the selected best fit model.
4. Step – 4: using the simulated data, we will find the percentage of weather independent
consumption which contributes to HVAC consumption.
5. Step – 5: repeat steps 1 to 4 to obtain the percentage of weather independent consumption
which contributes to HVAC consumption factor for our sample of simulated buildings.
6. Step – 6: develop the general equation to estimate the HVAC consumption for villas.
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7.5.2 Development of statistical model
In line with the above discussed analytical format, we will follow the discussed steps to develop the
mode.
Step – 1: simple linear regression between the monthly consumption and monthly CDD values
calculated at various base temperatures.
To begin with, we develop a regression model using the monthly consumption data from base
case simulation, and the monthly CDD values calculated using Base temperatures from 16 deg C to
26 deg C. the data has been summarized below. For example, we will start by developing one model
for the Base Case Simulation Data.

Month

Con.
(kWh)

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Jan

3,485

187.40 156.40 126.60

98.70

72.40

49.80

31.60

17.80

9.00

4.20

1.50

Feb

3,877

143.60 118.20

73.10

54.30

38.60

24.90

15.20

9.00

4.70

2.30

Mar

5,179

281.40 250.40 219.40 188.70 159.00 130.30 103.70

79.80

58.90

41.20

28.30

Apr

6,903

431.40 401.40 371.50 341.40 311.40 281.60 251.70 222.10 193.20 165.00 137.40

May

9,777

535.70 504.80 473.90 442.70 411.80 380.70 349.70 318.80 287.80 256.80 225.70

Jun

11,110 590.50 560.30 530.30 500.40 470.30 440.40 410.30 380.50 350.40 320.30 290.40

Jul

12,791 690.90 659.90 628.90 597.90 566.90 535.90 504.90 473.90 442.90 411.90 380.90

Aug

12,909 665.00 634.10 603.10 572.00 541.00 510.10 479.00 448.10 417.10 386.00 355.10

Sept

11,345 566.60 536.70 506.70 476.60 446.70 416.70 386.60 356.70 326.60 296.70 266.60

Oct

8,626

487.30 456.40 425.20 394.40 363.30 332.30 301.30 270.30 239.30 208.20 177.40

Nov

5,894

334.90 304.90 274.80 245.00 215.00 185.10 156.20 128.00 101.50

77.10

55.70

Dec

3,888

200.60 169.90 139.50 111.00

7.40

3.10

94.10

85.20

62.50

42.60

26.80

15.30
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Individual linear regression models are then developed between the monthly consumption and
various monthly CDD values. The outputs of the developed regression models are discussed in the
below table.
BT >

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

97%

97%

97%

97%

98%

98%

98%

99%

99%

99%

98%

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

7,982

629

614

596

572

541

506

470

432

410

419

468

1,138

1,111

1,079

1,035

980

916

850

783

742

759

847

14%

14%

14%

13%

12%

11%

11%

10%

9%

10%

11%

T values

13

13

14

14

15

16

18

19

20

20

18

slope

18

18

18

19

19

19

20

21

22

23

25

constant

204

724

1232

1706

2153

2560

2933

3258

3536

3785

4006

Adjusted
R2
mean /
average
SE of
Estimate
Absolute
precision
Relative
precision

As the outputs of the regression, we get certain regression constants and regression statistics –
•

Adjusted R2 - The adjusted R-squared is a modified version of R-squared that has been
adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. The adjusted R-squared increases only if
the new term improves the model more than would be expected by chance. It decreases when
a predictor improves the model by less than expected by chance. [49]

•

Standard Error of Estimate - The standard error of the estimate is a measure of the accuracy
of predictions. Recall that the regression line is the line that minimizes the sum of squared
deviations of prediction (also called the sum of squares error) [50]

•

T- stat - The t statistic is the coefficient divided by its standard error.

•

Slope and intercept: The slope indicate the steepness of a line and the intercept indicates the
location where it intersects an axis. The slope and the intercept define the linear relationship
between two variables and can be used to estimate an average rate of change.
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Step – 2: select the best fit model based on the evaluation of the regression constants and other
parameters.
Accordingly, out of the ten output models, we choose the best fit model base on the following
conditions:
Regression Statistics

Condition to select best model.

Adjusted R2

Highest value as indicator of best fit.

SE of Estimate

Lowest value as indicator of best fit.

Relative precision

Lowest value as indicator of best fit.

Using the above selection criterion, the best-fit model is selected. In this case,
BT >

24 deg. C

Adjusted R2

99%

mean / average

7,982

SE of Estimate

410

Absolute precision

742

Relative precision @ 95% CL

9%

T values

20

slope

22

constant

3536

Model EQ Y (monthly consumption) = CDD (monthly) X 21.767 + 3535.91 + e
@ Base Temperature = 24°C

…eq (27)

This implies the model can predict the monthly consumption values with +- 9% relative precision at
95% Confidence Level.
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Step – 3: Calculate the weather dependent consumption and weather independent consumptions
from the selected best fit model.
From the above identified equation, of the best fir model, we understand that the equation has three
components –
•

CDD monthly X 21.767 (slope) = this is the component of monthly consumption which is
dependent on weather. This component we will call – Weather Dependent Consumption

•

35,35.91(constant) which is the constant or base consumption which is independent of
weather. This consumption we will call – Weather Independent Consumption.

The error is the difference between the predicted values and the actual consumption values. On the
yearly calculation, this error is equal to 0 and hence can be ignored for our calculation. From the
equation we will calculate the Weather Dependent and Independent Consumptions.
WDC

WIC

Jan

196

3,498

Feb

196

4,106

Mar

1,282

3,634

Apr

4,205

2,432

May

6,265

3,389

Jun

7,627

3,568

Jul

9,641

3,403

Aug

9,079

4,019

Sep

7,109

4,262

Oct

5,209

3,175

Nov

2,209

3,290

Dec

333

3,655

53,352

42,431

Annual
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Step – 4: finding the percentage of weather independent consumption which contributes to HVAC
consumption, using the simulated data.
From the building simulations carried out in the previous chapters, we have the end-use wise monthly
consumption data. For the base case, the monthly HVAC data has been summarized in the below
table.
Months

HVAC Consumption

Months

HVAC Consumption

Jan

1,100

Jul

10,433

Feb

1,666

Aug

10,567

Mar

2,819

Sep

9,077

Apr

4,575

Oct

6,278

May

7,404

Nov

3,631

Jun

8,819

Dec

1,513

As discussed in chapter one, the HVAC consumption comprises of :
•

Consumption of the compressor for cooling.

•

Consumption of the fans for circulation.

•

Consumption of the fans for ventilation.

The above HVAC consumption is majorly weather dependent, but there is a component of the HVAC
consumption which is independent of the weather. Hence the HVAC consumption can be expressed
as:
HVAC Consumption = WDC + X% * WIC

…eq (28)

Where X% is the percentage of the Weather Independent Consumption which contributes to HVAC
consumption. As we know he HVAC consumption, we can calculate the X% for this case, using the
below formula:
X% = (HVAC Consumption – WDC)/ WIC

…eq (29)

In this case, we get X% as = 33%
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Step – 5: repeat steps 1 to 4 to obtain the percentage of weather independent consumption which
contributes to HVAC consumption factor for our sample of simulated buildings.
In step – 5, we repeat the above process (steps 1 to 4) on the following simulation data:
•

Consumption data of simulated villa using Decree 66 defined code.

•

Consumption data of simulated villa using Dubai Green Building Regulation defined code.

•

Consumption data of simulated two villas using AlSafaat – Silver & Platinum specifications
respectively.

•

Consumption data of simulated three villas using different operation patterns and inputs.

The results are summarized in the below table.
Total lights

Total equip

Total HVAC

HVAC-WIC

energy (kW)

energy (kW)

energy (kW)

Multiplication Factor

base

9%

20%

71%

31%

D66

11%

25%

64%

32%

DGBR

10%

25%

65%

33%

Bronze

11%

26%

63%

34%

Platinum

11%

26%

63%

34%

EX - 1

11%

27%

63%

35%

EX - 2

28%

18%

54%

35%

EX - 3

11%

25%

65%

36%

Average breakdown

13%

24%

63%

Furthermore, we collected annual consumptions of 9 sample villas in Dubai, which were having similar
configuration and using the average breakdown, we estimated the HVAC consumptions of the villas.
From the estimated HVAC consumption and the calculated WDC and WIC (using regression analysis
discussed in steps 1 to 4).
The total results of all the consumption data (modeled and actual) is discussed in the below table.
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Model Name

HVAC Multi.
Factor

Actual Acc No. 1
Actual Acc No. 2
Actual Acc No. 3
Actual Acc No. 4
Actual Acc No. 5
Actual Acc No. 6
Actual Acc No. 7
Actual Acc No. 8
Actual Acc No. 9
Base Case
D66
DGBR
Bronze
Platinum
EX - 1
EX - 2
EX - 3
Average >

20%
32%
37%
13%
23%
34%
37%
48%
39%
31%
32%
33%
34%
34%
35%
35%
36%
33%

Adj. R2

Base Temp

79%
74%
83%
91%
90%
73%
80%
89%
82%
99%
98%
98%
98%
98%
98%
98%
98%

24
24
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
24
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23.82

The above table, it can be observed that all the consumption sets are having a high Adjusted R2 value,
implying there are strong correlations and hence the models can be used to determine the WDC and
WIC. Furthermore, from the analyzed data, it can be concluded that the HVAC multiplication factor
for Villas in Dubai is about 33%. It also indicates that the tighter the thermal requirements of the
codes, the higher is the WIC of the HVAC load.
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8 Conclusion, Recommendation and Future Work
To conclude, this document has investigated the comparison of the Dubai Municipality
Green Building Codes applied to a residential villa in Dubai using IES VE computer modelling.
The inputs to the model where taken for a base model and those from Dubai Municipality
Green Building Codes which are D66, DGBR, Al Sa’fat Bronze and Platinum. Energy
consumption trends have been descending for the codes wherein the highest overall contributor
was HVAC energy at around 64%, as opposed to lighting and equipment energies. Overall
energy savings of 37.87% have been recorded when moving from base case model to Al Saf’aat
Platinum and 36.83% for HVAC. Moving beyond Dubai Municipality Green Building Codes
to nZEB, several recommended changes would further result in EUI reduction. This includes
structural and envelope retrofit of columns, walls and slabs, addition of shading devices as the
like of louvers and trees. Al Saf’aat Platinum is still 60% far from the EGBC regional nZEB.
In addition, a focal point is that of glazed elements properties involving U-values, shading
coefficient and thermal resistance. Most importantly, controlled and monitored human
behavior and end-use patterns must be regulated. The addition of on-site renewables follows,
namely in such a region studying solar PV potential and holistic solar system design. The
optimal tilt angle is 25 degree and the optimal orientation is south facing.
It has been noted that increasing the useable area is preferable to enhance the renewable
energy output that will validate nZEB proximity studies. The percentage of reduction in
average day consumption due to solar integration for Platinum Al Safa’t is 10%. A 75% usable
rooftop area can provide an installed capacity of 42 kWp, and a payback period of 5 years using
optimum inputs.
As for the third part of the research, load profile analysis and development of a
statistical model to get the HVAC consumption for residential villas. The load profile analysis
clearly showed the effect of stringent codes on average loading of the building and the thermal
performance increases. Furthermore, from the statistical analysis, it was concluded that the
average multiplier for weather independent consumption to get the HVAC consumption for
Villas in Dubai is calculated to be 33%.
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10 Appendix
10.1 Appendix 1
PV model technical specification sheet (1/2)
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PV model technical specification sheet (2/2)
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10.2 Appendix 2
Inverter model technical specification sheet(1/2)
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Inverter model technical specification sheet (2/2)
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10.3 Appendix 3
DEWA cable size and feeder load calculation.
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